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As the clock strikes eight at 
the Menin Gate in Ypres 
every evening, its arch 
resonates to the familiar 

somber sound of the last post. Yet 
the most grave prospect that ech-
oes from the bugler’s call is that 
just as its remembrance of the ‘war 
to end all wars’ at this iconic loca-
tion is never the last, the conflicts 
will continue too. 

This commemoration for the 
casualties of the First World War 
has been conducted at Ypres daily 
since 1928; the only interruption 
being the years of German occupa-
tion during the Second World War, 
when the service was relocated to 
Britain. Here, the armistice of 11th 
November and conflicts since are 
remembered annually with the 
traditional wearing of artificial red 
poppies produced and sold by the 
British Legion to raise funds for 
armed forces veterans and their 
dependents. The symbol was 
adopted from the USA where Moi-
na Michael began wearing one of 
silk on her lapel in 1918 to remem-
ber the war dead, inspired by John 
McCrae’s poem, In Flanders Fields.

Initially the British poppy’s 
centre bore the words ‘Haig Fund’, 
eponymous for the Field Marshall. 
In 1926 The Legion refused the No 
More War Movement’s proposal 
that the centre bear the words ‘No 
More War’, though it was replaced 
with ‘Poppy Appeal’ in 1994. The 
Co-Operative Women’s Guild be-
gan producing an alternative white 
peace poppy in 1933, with the idea 
of remembering casualties from all 
wars and a hope for their end. The 
Peace Pledge Union (PPU) has since 
continued this practice. The British 
Legion has no objection to white 
poppies, or any group expressing 
its views: “We see no conflict in 
wearing the red poppy alongside 
the white poppy. We do ask that 
the items are not offered alongside 
each other however as this would 
confuse the public.”

Last October, the Daily Tele-
graph reported that former Com-
mander of British Forces in Afghan-
istan Colonel Richard Kemp had 
expressed indignation at a decision 
made by the NUT (National Union 
of Teachers) who had endorsed the 
selling of white poppies alongside 
red ones in schools. Kemp opined 
that although it is permissible for 
schools to allow the discussion 
of different political perspectives, 
they should not be “indoctrinating 
children with a left wing political 
agenda.” 

The story gives pause for con-
sideration. The wearing of a white 
poppy is not explicitly a left-wing 
agenda; granted, perhaps a major-
ity of wearers may tend towards 
left-wing views, but either way, 
the symbol itself is simply an ac-
knowledgement that many people 
have died in wars, some of whom 
apparently did so defending the 
right for others to have the free-
dom of expression – something the 

Colonel now wishes to deny if he is 
adamant that children should not 
be given the option wear a white 
poppy. Given that these supposed-
ly dangerous ideological symbols 
produced by the officially secular 
PPU are yet supported by Quakers 
and Anglicans, perhaps it would be 
more accurate to say that the NUT 
decision endangers “indoctrinat-
ing” children with a Christian agen-
da - but presumably that would not 
sound quite menacing enough for 
the Colonel’s own agenda, which 
is to discredit the white poppy 
movement. Kemp evidently be-
lieves that characterising the white 
poppy as “left-wing” gives the suffi-
cient air of peril to invoke the stern 
opposition of right-minded patri-
ots across the nation. 

The accusation that patriot-
ism is absent from the politics of 
those who regard themselves as 
left-leaning is an old one.

George Orwell once wrote 
“England is perhaps the only great 
country whose intellectuals are 
ashamed of their own nationality. 
In left-wing circles it is always felt 
that there is something slightly 
disgraceful in being an English-
man and that it is a duty to snigger 
at every English institution, from 
horse racing to suet puddings.” 
Whilst Orwell was wont to lend 
himself to a degree of hyperbole, 
his opinion is clear: too many on 
the left are hesitant to embrace the 
idea of nationhood. The reason is 
perhaps made clearer in his review 
of Hitler’s Mein Kampf: “The So-
cialist who finds his children play-
ing with soldiers is usually upset, 
but he is never able to think of a 
substitute for the tin soldiers; tin 
pacifists somehow won’t do.” 

Other commentators have re-
butted of the charge. Tony Benn, 
who surely fits into the mould of 
Orwell’s quintessential English 
leftist intellectual, was keen to 
make the point that on the con-
trary, the values of socialism are 
inherently patriotic. The emphasis 
on collectivism, unity, the histor-
ical struggle for fairer distribution 
of wealth plus better working and 
living conditions for all are natural 
patriotic aims; that socialists argue 
for such things but reject what they 
see as jingoistic foreign policy is no 
contradiction. Benn often provid-
ed a personal anecdote to reinforce 
the point, telling of a conversation 
he had with a fellow serviceman 
on a troop-ship during the Sec-
ond World War. If all of these vast 
resources galvanised by Britain’s 
wartime planned economy could 
be created for the purpose of kill-
ing Germans, asked his comrade, 
why could they not be utilised for 
building more schools, homes, and 
hospitals? 

Simple as the question may 
be, the question was answered in 
1945 when Labour’s landslide was 
followed by mass investment in 
the sort of infrastructure Benn’s 
interlocutor spoke of. Many who 

lived through this period spoke of 
a new optimism for the “Spirit of 
‘45” as the Ken Loach documenta-
ry is titled. Today, in the midst of a 
resurgence of democratic socialist 
politics, some speak nostalgically 
of this era citing Labour Prime Min-
ister Clement Attlee as a premier 
whose legacy should be aspired 
to. However, if Attlee represents 
the sort of politics Colonel Kemp 
worries the N.U.T. seeks to “indoc-
trinate” children with, then let us 
consider. Attlee was a member of 
the wartime coalition cabinet; al-
though his quiet, studious person-
ality was far from the ‘bulldog’ car-
icature of Churchill, Attlee was also 
responsible for guiding a fully mil-
itarised Britain through that most 
costly war. Granted, it will be ar-
gued this conflict had to be fought - 
and its status as a paradigmatic ‘just 
war’ is reflected when it is cited as a 
reason why everyone must wear a 
red poppy on Remembrance Day, 
even if reservations about British 
involvements in other conflicts are 
warranted. Nevertheless, admira-
tion for the achievements of his 
Labour government must not be 
tempered by amnesia. It was under 
Attlee that Britain entered NATO 
and the Malayan and Korean Wars. 
During a cabinet meeting in Octo-
ber 1946 Foreign Secretary Ernest 
Bevin said of the atomic bomb: 
“We’ve got to have this thing over 
here whatever it costs.. We’ve got 
to have the bloody Union Jack on 
top of it.” 

Democratic socialism’s history 
cannot be wholly separated from 
militarism. Nor should it be forgot-
ten that trade unionists, socialists, 

and communists travelled to Spain 
to fight Franco’s fascism during the 
civil war there, under the banner of 
the International Brigades. Those 
Brigaders are emulated today by 
leftist British volunteers who have 
travelled to Syria to fight against 
Daesh (ISIL) for the International 
Freedom Battalion of the Kurdish 
YPG, who are the armed forces 
of Rojava, an autonomous zone 
carving itself out with progressive 
values of feminist equality, ecolo-
gy and Democratic Confederalism 
which had its roots in Marxist-Len-
inism. 

Leftist politics are not neces-
sarily pacifistic; they contain a long 
tradition of protests and confron-
tations with the far-right, some of 
which have been immortalised in 
history such as the Battle of Cable 
Street in 1936. Indeed, the rev-
olutionary aspect of Marxism is 
de facto linked to upheavals that 
necessitate violent overthrow of 
tyranny and subsequent redistri-
bution of wealth. However - this is 
not to say that all left-wing politics 
are necessarily connected to vio-
lence, of course. A glance at move-
ments such as the CND and Stop 
the War show a strong left-wing 
presence; though as with the white 
poppy movement itself, they are 
not explicitly left-wing and nor do 
all subscribers to such movements 
necessarily commit themselves to 
absolute pacifism. The PPU’s white 
poppy manifesto proposes that all 
casualties of war be remembered. 
When representative Symon Hill 
was invited onto Good Morning 
Britain to debate with Colonel 
Kemp, presenter Ben Shepard 

attempted to corner Hill by sug-
gesting that remembrance of all 
casualties includes members of 
ISIS. Hill countered that the point 
of the white poppy was primarily 
to remember the vast numbers of 
civilian casualties of wars interna-
tionally, since the red poppy repre-
sents members of Britain’s Armed 
Forces only. 

Given these considerations, we 
should question Colonel Kemp’s 
consternations. Avowedly right-
wing, he writes for the Sun, Ex-
press, Mail plus the far-right web-
site Breitbart. In his criticism of the 
NUT’s endorsement of the white 
poppy, a key target of his vitriol is 
likely the most prominent leftist 
figurehead of our time, Jeremy 
Corbyn, who appears in Kemp’s 
crosshairs as former vice-chair 
of CND and longtime critic of ag-
gressive foreign policy in Iraq and 
Afghanistan. In 2016 Corbyn was 
forced to recant on a suggestion 
that he might wear a white poppy 
alongside a red one on Remem-
brance Day, and his visits to the 
Cenotaph have provoked ire from 
much of the right-wing leaning 
press (thus almost all of it.) Bizarre 
criticisms emerged that he had not 
bowed correctly at the Cenotaph 
or was dressed in the wrong suit, 
a groundhog day throwback to 
Michael Foot’s ‘donkey jacket’ mo-
ment in 1981. Cobyn’s opponents 
attempted to force into the nation-
al narrative that his leanings (no 
pun intended) were dangerously 
pacifistic. This was reflected during 
the BBC’s pre-election special dur-
ing which several members of the 
public did their utmost to barrack 
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him into pledging a 100% commit-
ment to launching a nuclear strike; 
not so. On the other hand, Theresa 
May responded with a shameless 
“Yes” when asked in the Commons 
by the SNP’s George Kerevan “Are 
you prepared to authorise a nucle-
ar strike that could kill hundreds 
of thousands of men, women and 
children?” 

The Tabloid press has made 
much of Corbyn’s positions on 
politics and conflict; they wax and 
wane between false extremities: 
He is hard-left, a Communist! - 
(shock!) No wait, he is an anti-Sem-
ite, a Nazi - (horror!) Also he’s a 
terrorist - (gasp!) nay, even worse, a 
pacifist! - (even worse!) One of the 
most disgraceful attempts to smear 
Corbyn came on Remembrance 
Day 2016, when both the Sun and 
Mail ran online stories featuring a 
photograph purportedly showing 
the Labour leader ‘dancing a jig’ on 
his way to the Cenotaph. It soon 
emerged that the photographer 
had selected a frame that had sim-
ply captured him in the middle of 
making an emphatic gesture to a 
friend whilst walking. That friend 
was former constituent George 
Durack, who has remained close 
to Corbyn since successfully nomi-
nating him to run as a candidate for 
the seat of Islington North, which 
he has been MP for since 1983. Mr.
Durack, who was then active with 
the Communication Workers Un-
ion, is also a 93 year-old Normandy 
veteran who partook in the libera-
tion of Belsen concentration camp. 
The Sun and Mail had callously 
cropped Mr.Durack out of the 
photograph and reinvented it as a 

completely false story, attempting 
once more to defame Corbyn as be-
having disrespectfully on his way 
to the Cenotaph; truly lower than 
gutter press.     

The poppy as symbol of sup-
port for veterans of Britain’s long 
war in Afghanistan is somewhat 
ingloriously ironic given the fac-
tor the opium trade plays in that 
conflict. Prior to the invasion of 
2001, the Taliban had outlawed 
the growing of poppies and culti-
vation had fallen to a record low 
of 8,000 hectares; following the 
US-led invasion it surged massive-
ly and stands at over 200,000 hec-
tares, some of which is guarded by 
British troops. It is not only foreign 
policy executed in distant regions 
such as Helmand that has caused 
rejection of social pressure to wear 
a red poppy. 

On Remembrance Sunday 
2014, footballers across Britain 
wore red poppies in commemora-
tion. One Wigan player’s refusal to 
wear the symbol caused a contro-
versy that led him to pen an open 
letter of explanation. Countering 
claims that he was disgracing those 
who sacrificed themselves for 
Britain in its most perilous hours, 
James McClean said he had com-
plete respect for those who fought 
and died in both world wars, yet: 
“the poppy is used to remember 
victims of other conflicts since 
1945 and this is where the problem 
starts for me.” McClean continued: 
“For people from the North of Ire-
land such as myself, and specifical-
ly those in Derry, scene of the 1972 
Bloody Sunday massacre, the pop-
py has come to mean something 

very different.. when you come 
from Creggan like myself or the 
Bogside, Brandywell, every person 
still lives in the shadow of one of 
the darkest days in Ireland’s histo-
ry - even if, like me, you were born 
nearly 20 years after the event. For 
me to wear a poppy would be as 
much a gesture of disrespect for the 
innocent people who lost their lives 
in the Troubles - and Bloody Sun-
day especially - as I have in the past 
been accused of disrespecting the 
victims of WWI and WWII. It would 
be seen as an act of disrespect to 
those people; to my people.” 

In 2016, the international foot-
ball governing body FIFA fined all 
four UK home nation teams for 
wearing the red poppies, deem-
ing them ‘political symbols.’ After 
much outcry, compromise has now 
been reached by which the symbol 
may be worn if both teams plus the 
organiser at a match agree. This 
year, England have permission to 
wear the symbol in their match 
against Germany the evening be-
fore Remembrance day.  

Not all opponents of the red 
poppy symbol are benign paci-
fists; as the clock struck 11.00 in 
Kensington on Remembrance Day 
2010, the two-minute silence was 
broken by chants of “British sol-
diers burn in hell” from protestors 
belonging to a group named Mus-
lims against Crusades, (MAC) who 
simultaneously set two large plas-
tic red poppies ablaze. They were 
then challenged by members of 
the English Defence League (EDL) 
including its leader Tommy Rob-
inson, who was subsequently ar-
rested along with others from both 
sides of a clash which saw one po-
liceman hospitalised for head inju-
ries (received from the EDL leader.) 
The MAC was banned just prior to 
the following year’s Remembrance 
Day. Some months prior they had 
held a funeral prayer for Osama 
Bin Laden outside the US embassy 
upon the occasion of his death, and 
were reportedly planning a protest 
named ‘Hell for Heroes’, a spin on 
the Help for Heroes charity that 
raises funds for veterans. The EDL 
leader has since left the group, cit-
ing concerns that it was a vehicle 
for far-right extremism, though 
he has frequently espoused such 
views and believes that it is not 
just Salafist-type extremism that 
is problematic, but Islam per se. 
The EDL continues to organise ral-
lies, which are often countered by 
Anti-Fascist protestors in physical 
confrontations. In the wake of the 
Westminster bridge terror attack in 
2017, leftist and anti-fascist British 
volunteers for the Kurdish YPG’s 
International Freedom Battalion 
fighting Daesh (ISIL) in Syria re-
leased a statement that included 
the dry remark “For all the sound 
and fury, we don’t remember see-
ing anyone from Britain First, EDL, 
UKIP, or their like, by our side in 
battle,” and added “the only way 
to defeat the Islamic State, and 
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groups like it, is with ordinary, 
moderate Muslims on side.”

The highest irony of Colonel 
Kemp’s charge that the NUT is 
attempting to “indoctrinate” chil-
dren with the white poppy is that 
the British Army actively advertis-
es in schools, including to under-16 
year olds with a view to recruiting 
them as trained killers ready for 
deployment to war zones where 
they may be expected to take lives 
or sacrifice their own for whatever 
agenda Queen and Country asks 
of them - even if the war they find 
themselves embroiled in is one 
that not only may be viewed as 
immoral and faces mass domestic 
opposition here, but is ruled as il-
legal under international law. It is 
for similar reasons that some here 
hesitate to wear a red poppy – lest 
the gesture be interpreted as an im-
plicit acceptance that all of Britain’s 
military exploits fit the conditions 
for jus ad bellum, the just war. 

As the Peace Pledge Union has 
highlighted, the U.K. government 

has spent over £45m promoting 
militarism in schools, with Armed 
Forces visits targeting the poorest 
areas. Sixth form scholarships are 
offered in exchange for a commit-
ment to join. In endorsing the pres-
ence of white poppies in schools, 
the NUT is simply offering children 
the chance to make their own de-
cisions on how to remember the 
casualties of war, be that by wear-
ing either poppy, neither, or both. 

The white poppy as peace 
symbol is also remembrance that 
however ambitious such goals 
may be, a gradual de-escalation of 
aggressive foreign policy, nuclear 
disarmament and the halting of 
malignant arms trading should be 
the ethical standards to strive for. 
Taking some bold first steps can 
lead to wonderful things in the 
long run. Progress towards such a 
future may seem a distant utopia, 
but perhaps only as incomprehen-
sible that the humble seed grows 
to become a beautiful flower, what-
ever the colour the petals. 
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Perhaps I should say in the case 
of Marielle, aged only 38 when 
assassinated, the title could have 
been ‘Women who were Making a 
Difference’.  She like Daphne Gali-
zia, a campaigner against corrup-
tion in Malta (died aged 53), was 
killed before her work was com-
pleted. The world can be a danger-
ous place for people who speak out 
against injustice and perhaps being 
a woman makes you more of a tar-
get for mean spirited people!

Marielle was assassinated in 
Rio de Janeiro in March this year 
but the recent stabbing of Far-right 
Brazilian politician Jair Bolsonaro 
shows that the ballot box is not 
the preferred option for some Bra-
zilians for choosing their political 
representatives.

As a young black, city council-
lor she was a beacon of hope in her 
Rio favela and for Brazil.

The popular, courageous, out-
spoken city councillor and human 
rights defender was on her way back 
from an event entitled ‘Young Black 
Women Who Are Changing Power 
Structure’ when she was attacked.

Why was she killed? No one 
knows for sure. But she was a fear-
less critic of police violence – and 
the recent militarization of Rio by 
President Michel Temer’s govern-
ment. (In Rio state 154 people were 
killed ‘in opposition to police inter-
vention’ in January alone, 57 per 
cent up on last year.)

Marielle opposed all violence. 
She stood up for poor people, for 
black people, for women, for LGBT 
rights. She led dangerous cam-
paigns against police violence, cor-
ruption and extra-judicial murders 
that targeted the city’s poor, black 
residents with whom she grew up.

Amnesty documented at least 
58 human rights defenders who 
were killed in Brazil in 2017.

Many believe that her killing 
was ordered by a “militia” or ma-
fia groups, originally made up of 
off-duty and ex-police officers, 
who began to take over Rio fave-
las in the early 2000s under the 

pretext of defending against drug 
gangs and since then have grown 
increasingly powerful.

Marielle’s driving force was her 
personal experience as a teenage 
mum in one of Rio’s largest, poor-
est and violent slums.

She obtained a degree in social 
sciences and a masters in public 
administration. Using her knowl-
edge she became a city councillor 
in 2016. As a member of the PSOL 
(The Socialist and Freedom Party) 
she believed that “The state is the 
main violator (of human rights) 
but is also the principle means by 
which our rights can be obtained”

However as a black LGBT and 
defender of women’s rights and 
critic of the state, police and mili-
tary, she was soon to lead a com-
mission investigating possible fis-
cal abuses she had many enemies.

News of her death brought tens 
of thousands, not just to the streets 
of Rio but across the country, to 
show their respect for Marielle and 
disgust at the corruption and vio-
lence. They have continued their 
protests.

Marielles’s murder of course, 
did not happen in a vacuum. It 
occurred in one of the most une-
qual societies in the world, where 
six men possess as much wealth 
as half the population; it occurred 
in the last country in the Western 
Hemisphere to abolish slavery, 
where only 10 percent of congress 
members are black, despite Brazil’s 
being majority black or mixed.

One can only hope her sacrifice 
will inspire others to carry on her 
work to reduce poverty, improve 
housing, improve life chances, give 
more rights to women and minor-
ities and stop the excesses of the 
police and military in, as her per-
sonal friend Glen Greenwald said 
is “a country dominated by racism, 
sexism and traditional religious 
dogma”.

Let us hope her death has not 
been in vain. Marielle Franco, de-
fender of Human Rights, rest in 
peace.

WOMEN WHO MADE A DIFFERENCE

MARIELLE FRANCO

The word newspaper was 
started in September 
of 2015 after seeing the 
biased media coverage 

of Jeremy Corbyn’s election 
to leader of the Labour party. 
Only 4 people attended the first 
meeting in October of that year 
but after setting up a group on 
facebook it quickly grew to sev-
eral hundreds. The Newspaper 
title “THE WORD” was voted on 
in the facebook group “Together 
against the Tories” (now called, 
the word debating group) The 

name was suggested by Sean 
Jones. Our first edition was 
launched at the Tolpuddle festi-
val on 14th of July. The word is 
produced by a loose cooperative 
of people who contribute their 
time and effort free of charge 
because they believe in Social-
ism and that cooperation is bet-
ter than the capitalist system of 
dog eat dog. We are set up to be 
non profit making. We can never 
be bought, sold or traded. “The 
Word” is available in shops and 
by mail order as a physical news-

paper or PDF.
At the end of last year we start-

ed the second phase of our media 
fight back which was to set up a 
radio and TV station. We felt that 
with the network of contacts in 
place from the newspaper this 
would not be as difficult to accom-
plish. There are already plenty of 
leftwing podcasts and video out 
there so the task was really one 
of bringing them together into a 
grouping. We have so far brought 
together three video production 
companies as well as a coopera-

THE WORD NEWSPAPER, 
RADIO AND TELEVISION
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“I think the question of 
the control of the members of 
Parliament and the authority 
of this conference is of para-
mount importance, now and in 
particular in the next few years. 
I should like to speak in sup-
port of the Deptford amend-
ment. 

“To those MPs who wold 
dispute the supremacy of 
conference, I would say that 
they cannot have their cake 
and eat it. There is not a sin-
gle Labour MP who has the 
privilege and I stress the word 
‘privilege’ – of being a Labour 
MP without having used the 
authority, the prestige the fi-
nances and the enormously 
enthusiastic workforce of the 
Labour Party. They cannot ac-
cept that part, the good part, 
ad then turn around, as some 
Labour MPs have done, even 
as recently as the last few days, 
and say that the Party consti-
tution and the Party policy at 
conference being paramount is 
out of date and can be thrown 
out of the window. They can-
not have their cake and eat it.   
“If those MPs do not want the 
democracy of the Party con-
trolling them, if they do not 
want the democratic processes 
of eth Labour party controlling 
their policies, they are quite 
entitled, within the law, to 
stand as Independent Labour 
MPs, as indeed some have. A 
lot of MPs want the strength 
of the Labour Party behind 
them and, when it comes to 
policies, the LP conference 
becomes an embarrassment. 
For that reason, I want to sup-
port the Deptford amendment.  
“Personally, I think it does not 
go far enough: because we have 

a situation today where Labour 
MPs – and by the way the La-
bour Party is extremely hard up 
as we have been told time and 
time again – are earning some-
times as ten times the average 
wage of a skilled worker in this 
country; where Labour MPs 
are earning sufficient to have 
three and five houses at a time.  
“Let us not be shy about this. 
This creates a gulf between 
the Labour party and those 
people who the LP are trying 
to attract. I believe the Labour 
MP – and I stress this fact – is 
privileged to be one. He should 
be prepared, after his expens-
es, legitimate ones, to live on 
the ordinary and the average 
wage of a skilled worker, on 
the same principle as the shop 
stewards. (Applause) not only 
would that be of enormous 
benefit to the LP finances, and 
solve a lot of problems over-
night, but that would mean 
that Labour MPs would have 
some idea of the insecurity and 
the anxieties that face the mass 
of ordinary working people.   
“How can an MP, even with 
the best of intentions, hope to 
understand what it is like to 
face those sort of anxieties and 
insecurities when his salary 
is ten times that of an average 
worker, and to him the price of 
a meal is so much newspaper 
reportage? I believe that only 
when the MPs are completely 
controllable by the party, when 
the MPs have themselves on 
the same standpoint political-
ly, socially, financially and eco-
nomically as the people they 
represent, only then can we re-
ally expect to get the support of 
the mass of the working class.” 
(Applause).

THE WORD NEWSPAPER, 
RADIO AND TELEVISION

From the Labour Party conference  
report for 1974, in the debate on  
mandatory re-selection of MPs

44 years ago

John Pickard (Gateshead West CLP)

tive radio station and several news 
sites. The idea is to work as the cat-
alyst to connect rather than to take 
over. 

We are currently commis-
sioning several different talk 
show formats, interviews and 
news shows as well as being a 
platform for up and coming tal-
ent for musicians, singers and 
comedians. As with the news-
paper we will tell the stories 
that the main stream media do 
not allow to be made public. We 
will go against the present main 

stream media way of only al-
lowing posh accents and middle 
class presenters a say. What will 
make us different is instead of 
simply being a youtube channel 
and a podcast we are applying 
for radio and television broad-
cast license’s.

As we vote on as many things 
as possible there is no one per-
son telling others what can and 
cannot be done.We try it and see 
if it works. We welcome input 
from everyone no matter what 
their background but we will 

obviously give a say to those 
who are being stopped at the 
moment from having a choice.  
If you have any ideas for radio 
or television shows or articles 
for the newspaper please come 
and join us. If you are prepared 
to work at it then it will happen. 
If you want to take part in the 
voting for it or be part of it in any 
other way then join “The Word 
supporters” group on facebook 
to take part in producing the 
newspaper. Or for broadcast join 
“The Word radio and television.”

Due to threats of attacks on us from supporters of Israel 
we no longer publish a list of contributors to THE WORD.
If you wish to contact us or send in a story to us you can 
do so at:

Or visit the word supporters group on facebook

THE WORD believes in democracy and peaceful 
means of resistance to the ruling class. However, to 
have democracy, you need to be supplied with cor-
rect information. This is not being done so we hope 
we can fill that gap.
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In 2003 I fell in love with a 
man who did not exist. He 
was charismatic and romantic, 
and shared many of my inter-

ests and dreams. We lived togeth-
er as lovers for more than a year. 
We  travelled. He was close to my 
family, and placed himself at the 
centre of my world. We were the 
closest friends for seven years. I 
last saw him in August 2010. He 
took me for dinner, and afterwards 

we walked along the river and 
talked about our lives.

Two months later I received a 
phone call: Mark Stone was not the 
man I thought I knew. He was Mark 
Kennedy, an undercover police of-
ficer. He had been paid to infiltrate 
environmental and social justice 
protest groups, and provided with 
funding and resources to deceive 
me. He’d been followed every-
where by a team of handlers, man-

agers and other senior officers. He 
was under orders, and manipulat-
ing my emotions and actions ac-
cording to their operational aims.

That devastating phone call 
has been followed by a steady and 
unending stream of revelations 
about the abusive behaviour of 
Britain’s secret political police. I’ve 
since learned that at least seven 
other people I knew were under-
cover. I met other women who had 

been deceived, manipulated and 
abused like me, not only by Ken-
nedy but by many other officers. In 
2011, eight of us began a legal claim 
against the police. We wanted an-
swers, compensation for damages, 
and to be sure that this could never 
happen again.

Since then, everything the po-
lice have done has been to avoid 
telling the truth. We were bullied; 
they tried to get the claims struck 
out; we were told the operations 
were legitimate and the relation-
ships were based on “genuine feel-
ings”; and then told to forget that 
– in fact the police could neither 
confirm nor deny the identity of an 
undercover officer. For the case to 
proceed, we had to provide deeply 
invasive disclosure about our psy-
chological wellbeing and private 
lives, and we were given no an-
swers or evidence in return.

Very early on, the police denied 
our claims that our human rights 
had been violated, and argued 
that they should not be heard in 
the high court but by a secretive 
body known as the Investigato-
ry Powers Tribunal (IPT). Finally, 
years later, they decided to apolo-
gise, and  bring an end  to the high 
court claim. It was a bitter victory, 
because the next step would have 
been disclosure of their evidence. 
They made it clear they would say 
sorry, but they were not going to of-
fer any answers.

The police tactic in all under-
cover abuse cases has been to delay 

and deny until there is no other op-
tion, and then make sacrificial ad-
missions, sticking where possible 
to what is already publicly known. 
In this way they close the cases, 
protect their secrecy and prevent 
people getting the truth. That is 
not accountability, it is a  form of 
damage limitation whereby they 
still manage the information and 
stay in control.

After we settled in the high 
court, my human rights claim re-
mained live in the IPT, and I decid-
ed to continue the fight. The police 
have been forced to make a tiny 
amount of disclosure there, and 
already that has led to massive rev-
elations: they now admit that what 
was done amounted to a violation of 
my right not to be subject to torture 
or inhumane and degrading treat-
ment, a grave invasion of my private 
and family life and a violation of my 
rights to freedom of expression and 
assembly. They also admit that Ken-
nedy’s handlers and line manager 
knew about and “acquiesced to” his 
relationship with me.

I and others settled our civil 
claims for an apology which said 
“these relationships would never 
have been authorised” and were 
the result of “failures in oversight 
and management”. Yet I have now 
received confirmation that the 
people giving Kennedy his orders 
knew. I was lied to by the police in a 
public apology that was supposed 
to be reparation for their deceit and 
abuse.

UNDERCOVER POLICE

lThis is a legal challenge of the Home Secretary’s refusal to appoint additional panel members at 
this stage of the Undercover Policing Inquiry (UCPI). ‘Core Participants’ have been campaigning for a 
Panel since the Inquiry began, back in 2015, but even more fervently since Sir John Mitting’s appoint-
ment as Chair in the summer of 2017. The Inquiry published a  ‘Strategic Review’ on 10th May, saying 
that a Panel would be brought in, but only for the very last section of the Inquiry, ‘Module 3’, in 2022.

Sir John Mitting’s approach to the Inquiry has caused significant concern to many of those desig-
nated as core participants in the Inquiry. This concern culminated in core participants walking out of 
a key hearing in March 2018 in protest. Since that time Sir John Mitting’s actions have done nothing 
to relieve these concerns.
lThe Claimants in the case are:
The family of Jean Charles de Menezes, the young, innocent Brazilian man gunned down at Stock-

well tube station on 22 July 2005;
‘Jessica’ (a pseudonym), who was an, inexperienced, vulnerable 19 year old girl with a love of an-

imals when she had her first real sexual relationship with an undercover police officer posing as an 
animal rights activist; and

John Burke-Monerville, whose 19 year old son, Trevor, was held at Stoke Newington police station 
in 1987 during which time his family believe he was beaten and in consequence suffered brain dam-
age and started a Justice for Trevor campaign which was subject to secret surveillance. Trevor was 
subsequently murdered, but the police failed to identify any perpetrators. 
lIn a letter dated 2 March 2018, Amber Rudd stated that she was satisfied that “the Inquiry has the 

resources and expertise necessary to deliver its current programme of work. Sir John Mitting is an ex-
tremely experienced High Court judge, has demonstrated his fairness and independence throughout 
his career, and he has my full support.” 
lThese comments are set out in detail in a witness statement of Harriet Wistrich, a solicitor for the 

Claimants. Key extracts of this statement are set out in Appendix 1.

Background Information
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Victims of undercover po-
licing dismayed by High Court’s 
rejection of their challenge of 
Home Secretary’s decision to re-
fuse to appoint additional panel 
members in Undercover Policing 
Inquiry

Today, three victims of 
undercover policing were dis-
mayed to learn that that they 
have been denied permission 
to proceed with their Judicial 
Review against the Home Sec-
retary’s decision not to appoint 
additional panel members to sit 
alongside Sir John Mitting in the 
first stages of the Undercover Po-
licing Inquiry.

Handing down judgement 
this morning, Mr Justice Sup-
perstone ruled that there had 
been no material developments 
which required the Home Sec-
retary to reconsider the decision.

John Burke- Monerville, who 
was spied upon by undercover 
officers after he established a jus-
tice campaign for his son, Trevor, 
who was seriously injured while 
in police custody, expressed his 
disbelief,

“I am very disappointed in 
this decision. I find it unbelieva-
ble that the judge doesn’t think 
it’s relevant that the Chair says 
he “doesn’t see colour.” My fam-
ily have suffered so much at the 
hands of state institutions be-
cause of the colour of our skin 
– my son was badly attacked in 
police custody, my mother was 
assaulted on the pavement out-
side her house, both my parents 
were wrongfully arrested and 
maliciously prosecuted, and the 
police failed to properly inves-
tigate the murder of two of my 
sons. I’m forced to see colour 
every day.”

Jessica, who was deceived 
into an intimate relationship 
with an undercover officer, said,

“Since the Home Secretary 
made the decision, it’s become 
even clearer that the Chair 
doesn’t understand core issues 
in this Inquiry - he’s said he has 
no training in discrimination and 
has effectively admitted that he 
doesn’t understand institution-

al racism. How can the judge 
say that these aren’t factors the 
Home Secretary needs to con-
sider when deciding whether the 
Chair has the expertise needed? 
This is another missed opportu-
nity to make this an accountable 
process which will give us the 
answers that we were promised.”

The three Claimantsii  insist 
that the Inquiry requires a diverse, 
balanced panel to ensure it has the 
necessary expertise to properly 
examine the complicated issues – 
including institutional sexism and 
institutional racism – at the heart 
of the spycops scandal.

In March, the then Home 
Secretary, Amber Rudd, decided 
not to appoint additional panel 
members to the Inquiry.iii

The Claimants argued that 
the Home Secretary was under a 
duty to reconsider this decision 
in light of new information. This 
new information included the 
Chair’s decisions to hold much 
of the Inquiry in closed session, 
excluding both victims of under-
cover policing and the public, as 
well as a number of concerning 
comments made by the Chair 
during meetings with victims 
of undercover policing which 
further called into question his 
ability to carry out an effective 
investigation in relation to issues 
of sex, race, class and discrimi-
nation. In particular, the Chair’s 
comments made it clear that:

He has never undertaken any 

training in discrimination; and
He does not agree with the 

Macpherson definition of institu-
tional racism, particularly issues 
of unconscious race discrimina-
tion.iv

Despite this, Mr Justice Sup-
perstone, ruled that there had 
been no material developments 
since the March decision which 
required a fresh decision or a re-
consideration under the Public 
Sector Equality Duty.

Harriet Wistrich at Birnberg 
Peirce, said,

“When the then Home Sec-
retary, Theresa May, announced 
the setting up of a public Inquiry 
into undercover policing, it was 
in response to revelations about 
undercover police spying on the 
Lawrence family and of officers 
deceiving women into long term 
intimate sexual relationships.

Issues of institutionalised 
racism and sexism therefore go 
to the heart of this inquiry and it 
is critical that the chair has a clear 
understanding of these issues in 
order to ensure that the Inquiry 
is not a wasted opportunity.

Whilst no criticism is made 
of Sir John Mitting’s legal exper-
tise, an understanding of issues 
of racism and sexism requires a 
different type of expertise. Sadly 
comments made by him to the 
Claimants and other core partici-
pants undermines their faith that 
he has an understanding of these 
critical issues.”

Victims of undercover policing

A ‘class war’ has erupted in 
a quiet street in Oxford after the 
council only resurfaced the ‘posh’ 
end of the road. Residents have 
been up in arms after the fresh tar-
mac was laid up to a spot where a 
wall once divided council houses 
from the rich. The long street is 
split into two ends – the wealthy 
Wentworth Road at one and the 
more down at heel Aldrich Road at 
the other. The tarmac stops where 
a wall once divided the rich from 
the poor A vandal turned social ac-
tivist spray-painted ‘Class War’ in 
bright block capitals at the divid-
ing line (The developer who built 
the road and the estate in 1934 put 
up a brick wall to keep them apart 
– and even put spikes on top of it. 
Following a row with Oxford City 
Council the wall was taken down 
60 years ago. The neighbourhood 
was given a stark reminder of this 
divisive time when workers only 
repaired the historically middle 
class end. Now a vandal turned 
social activist has spray-paint-
ed the words ‘class war’ in bright 
block capitals at the border line. 
Naomi Langlais, who lives Aldrich 
Road, said: ‘It was around April or 
May time that they decided the 
‘middle class’ side deserved to be 
resurfaced. The fresh tarmac is 
split between the wealthy Went-
worth Road at one and the more 
down at heel Aldrich Road at the 
other (Residents have often joked 
about there being a ‘class war’ on 

the road ‘So we waited patiently 
for our end to be resurfaced too 
and thought it was just taking 
time as they had run out of mon-
ey or something. ‘But we soon 
realised it was just the one end 
they were doing, apparently we 
should put up with potholes and 
uneven surfacing.’ She said neigh-
bours have long joked about ‘class 
war’ on the street, adding: ‘We 
have not moved on at all – now we 
have a visual divide but much less 
obvious one.’ The mum-of-four 
said: ‘It is just so weird it stops at 
the exact spot that used to occu-
py the wall, half way down the 
road. ‘The resurfacing is desper-
ately needed on our end as well. 
A brick wall with spikes used to 
divide the rich from the poor on 
the road ( ‘It does make you feel 
second class and it is no longer a 
council estate, people have paid a 
lot of money for houses this end.’ 
A plaque now sits on the house 
which neighboured the wall, and 
reads: ‘Here stood one of the two 
Cutteslowe Walls erected 1934 
and finally demolished on March 
9, 1959.’ Oxford City Council said 
the only reason that its services 
company only resurfaced one 
side of the divide was that the two 
streets – Wentworth and Aldrich – 
are still classed as separate roads. 
A spokesman for the city council 
said: ‘Oxford Direct Services resur-
faced Wentworth Road earlier this 
year. 

Oxford Apartheid

Now I really want answers. I 
want to know how high up the 
police hierarchy knowledge of the 
abuses  went. I want access to the 
10,000 documents they claim to 
hold on me, and to know why at 
least eight police officers were sent 
to deceive me and spy on every 
area of my life. I want the court to 
examine the institutional sexism 
and political prejudices that in-
formed the decisions they made, 
and to look at the legality of the 
operations and the inadequate 
laws that are supposed to  protect 
our human rights.

These are deeply important 
personal issues for me, but they are 
also fundamental questions about 
political policing in a country that 
believes itself to be free. These po-
lice units illegally blacklisted trade 
union activists, and they spied on 
elected politicians, the families 
of victims of police violence and 
many campaign or protest groups. 
They used the identities of dead 
children with no thought for their 
families, they violated lawyer-cli-
ent privilege and caused countless 
miscarriages of justice, and they 
sexually abused women.

Although we have been fight-
ing legal battles for years, this is the 
first time a case about undercover 
relationships has got far enough 
that facts and evidence are being 
looked at by anyone outside the 
police. On 3  October, my case has 
its next hearing, and the police, 
true to form, are trying to shut it 
down. We will be  demonstrating 
outside the tribunal, calling for the 
case to be allowed to continue. I 
hope you will support us, spread 
the word and keep up the pressure 
to get to the truth about undercov-
er abuse.
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Many of the famous red 
poppies sold during 
this year’s charity ap-
peal for ex-service-

men have been made by British 
prisoners earning on average £10 
a week, The Independent can re-
veal.

The Royal British Legion, the 
armed forces charity that runs 
each year’s poppy appeal, con-
firmed inmates at HMP Ford in 
West Sussex had for several years 
been producing the black centre 
buttons and green stems. 

But anti-poverty campaigners 
have now accused the well-re-
spected charity of “exploiting” 
prisoners and undermining their 
fundraising efforts.

One3One Solutions, the com-
mercial arm of the Ministry of Jus-
tice’s prison industries, has been 
working with the Royal British Le-
gion and another charity in Scot-
land, Lady Haig’s Poppy Factory, 
since at least 2015.

A document which dates from 
2016 showed the two firms spent 
almost £100,000 paying the pris-

on for the services of its inmates in 
manufacturing the poppies. 

While neither the Legion nor 
the Ministry of Justice were able 
to say how much work had been 
done this year, both confirmed 
prisoners at HMP Ford were still 
hard at work making the plastic 
parts. 

The Legion said: “We have a 
commercial arrangement with 
HMP Ford who produce the black 
centre button and green stems 
of our poppies through injection 
moulding machines operated by 
prison staff. The prisoners take the 
stencils apart when they come out 
of the machines and package the 
individual pieces.”

The Legion also said it had an 
arrangement with HMP White-
moor in Cambridgeshire, where 
prisoners “refurbish” its collecting 
tins and buckets, and fill poppy 
trays and boxes.

The average prisoner in Brit-
ain who is engaged in some kind 
of employment behind bars earns 
just £10 a week, a prisons inspec-
torate report from 2016 found. 

About one in three inmates 
take up the offer of work while 
they serve their sentence. The 
minimum wage – £7.80 an hour 
for anyone over 25 – is just £4 a 
week in jail.

The executive director of 
War on Want, an anti-poverty 
charity which has campaigned 
against sweatshops and for work-
ers’ rights, said people would be 
“shocked” to find out their pop-
pies are assembled by prisoners.

“Charities have to live by the 
values they espouse [and] make 
sure people aren’t being exploited 
and are paid a living wage for their 
products,” Asad Rehman said.

“My grandfather fought in the 
First World War. Many veterans 
would say that they fought for a 
society that wasn’t based on that 
kind of exploitation.

“The end doesn’t justify the 
means. Exploitation of cheap la-
bour, whether it is in prisons or out 
of prisons is deeply problematic.”

The growth of prison work 
has become a contentious issue 
worldwide, particularly in the 

Simon Danczuk with young 
Councillor Liam O’Rourke

LIAM O’Rourke, who works 
in the office of Tony Lloyd MP for 
Rochdale, and is the cheeful che-
rubic councillor responsible for 
resources in the Rochdale cabi-
net, may well have friends in high 
places, but so far as the Labour 
Party rank and file is concerned 
he hasn’t covered himself with 
glory.

At a meeting of Rochdale coun-
cil on the 28th, February 2013, the 
then recently elected Councillor 
O’Rourke said: ‘’The implemen-
tation of decisions to make re-
dundancies were helped by our 
relationship to the trade unions’ 
(see Northern Voices; Thursday, 
28 Feb. 2013)

Councillor O’Rourke came 
back quickly on NV to clarify this 
with the comment: ‘Far from sell-
ing their workers a bitter pill, the 
[h]ard work put in by the council 
and the unions meant that people 
left in a manner that was satisfac-
tory for them.’

To which a local resident Tony 
Jones, from Back of the Moss in a 
comment on NV responded: 

‘Haha - So this is where Coun-
cillor O’Rourke is hiding out. Most 
people in my ward had thought 
you had dissapeared. No sight of 
you in the Heywood Advertiser, 
no sight of you in town with the 
exception of going off to Lourdes. 
Would be nice to get a leaflet now 
and again telling us what we actu-

ally voted for your for. You have 
been a very bitter dissapointment 
for many I know who voted for 
you. -’

Things have not changed for 
Rochdale or Councillor O’Rourke 
since then!

Last Sunday, the website Ze-
lo-Street reported: 

‘...what should have been an 
enjoyable weekend for the Roch-
dale area contingent was marred 
by what happened at the Merit 
Award Dinner, held on Friday 
evening at the Blackpool Hilton 
Hotel with guest speakers Barry 
Gardiner, Lavery, and Rebecca 
Long Bailey.

Someone must have pulled a 
fast one, because Zelo-Street adds: 

‘The problem was that one of 
those awards went to Liam O’Ro-
urke, a Councillor who represents 
Heywood North. Why should that 
be? Ah well. My sources tell me 
“All nominees have to be nominat-
ed by their own CLP, and it has to 
come through their CLP Secretary. 
He was never nominated by his 
CLP, nor or did it come from his 
Secretary”.’

So who proposed Councillor 
O’Rourke for the merit award?

No-one will say apparently.
This seems to be the latest 

piece of shabby politics in Roch-
dale, because we at Northern 
Voices have seen papers showing 
evidence of increasing poor gov-
ernance involving people in con-
trol of the Rochdale Labour Party.

‘Many veterans would say that they  
fought for a society that wasn’t  
based on that kind of exploitation’

CHEEFUL CHERUB BY THE SEA SIDE

WHO PROPOSED  
LIAM O’ROURKE?

Merit Award  
for Tony  

Lloyd’s Right  
Hand Man
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ROYAL BRITISH  
LEGION CRITICISED  

FOR USING PRISONERS  
EARNING £10 A WEEK 

TO MAKE POPPIES

Faisal Rana (second right) a Master of Multiple Vote etc.

SHRUGGING-off  a Tory mo-
tion  tonight in  which the mover 
quoted the inclusion of Roch-
dale in the  Rotten Borough’s col-
umn of Private Eye, Rochdale’s La-
bour Council rejected the appeal 
of Tory leader Councillor Ashley 
Dearnley, in which he complained 
about  ‹the recent  acceptance of a 
police caution relating to an elec-
toral offence, and the consequen-
tial damage caused to public con-
fidence in local democracy...’

Rochdale’s Labour Leader 
Councillor Allen Brett, fresh back 
from his trip cementing relations 
with the Feudal Pakistani regime, 
said that while he was  ‘disap-
pointed’ in Councillor Rana’s ‘mis-
take’  in multiple voting, when it 
was discovered he’d voted twice.   
Since then both the Councillor, 
and the Council itself had co-op-
erated fully with the police.   Now, 
it seems, he has been sufficiently 
punished by having to accept a 
caution from the police.

At the time of writing it is still 
not clear what precise type of cau-
tion has been accepted by Coun-
cillor Rana, and the police have 
yet to be forthcoming on this.

Meanwhile on the 10th, Sep-
tember, Martha Robinson  Com-
plaints Administrator of the  La-
bour Party wrote to a local lad Carl 
Faulkner, saying that it was not a 
matter for her and concluding    ‘I 
would suggest that it is unlikely 
that the council will be taking any 
further action in regards to this 
matter, as it appears to have been 
investigated and resolved in full....’

Tonight her prediction of the 
smooth resolution of this matter 
was fully confirmed in the Roch-
dale Council Chamber by the 
members present.  

Whether the people of Roch-
dale will continue to have con-
fidence in democracy as a result 
of this unsavoury business is un-
clear.   One thing is certain is that 
the activities that the now Coun-
cillor Faisal Rana committed prior 
to his election struck at the heart 
of British democracy.

This looks like another at-
tempt by the Rochdale Council 
to sweep the political dirt under 
the carpet.  More so since another 
item on the agenda (Agenda Item 
14) was  entitled ‘Freedovm of the 
Borough Review - the late Cyril 
Smith’.   Curiously, one of the Key 
Points for Consideration  in 
this Review is that ‘there was con-
siderable local disquiet about the 
way in which Cyril Smith behaved 
towards children and young peo-
ple at Cambridge House and else-
whare’.   

But the existence of this on-
going public disquiet was a direct 
consequence of the tendency of 
the authorities in Rochdale, in-
cluding the Labour Party, to look 
the other way and ignore the al-
legations of what was going on at 
Cambridge House and perhaps 
elsewhere.   Judging by what hap-
pened tonight over their attitude 
to the multiple voting of Faisal 
Rana it would seem that they ha-
ven’t learnt their lessons from that 
folly.

Rochdale Council Stands By Voting Fraud

by Brian Bamford 

WILL WE NEVER LEARN? 

United States where many prisons 
have made large sums of money 
by selling their inmates’ labour to 
large multinationals.

But the prison service has ar-
gued that encouraging those be-
hind bars to work, even for wages 
as low as £4 a week, is a good thing.

Simon Boddis, the senior civil 
servant responsible for commis-
sioning in the prison service, said 
in a leaflet advertising One3One 
Solutions to outside firms there 
was a “strong case” for expanding 
prison industries.

The leaflet reads: “It makes 
sense in terms of payback to so-
ciety, helping support the UK 
economy, playing a part in reduc-
ing further costly offending and 
providing increased value to the 
taxpayer.”  

Prison activists, however, say 
most prisoners choose to work be-
cause they need the money to pay 
for TVs and other perks inside jail. 

Many have criticised the 
work available, which is mostly 
unskilled and repetitive manual 
labour, as offering no long-term 

benefits to inmates beyond coun-
tering boredom. 

A spokesperson for the How-
ard League for Penal Reform 
charity said they had always cam-
paigned for “real, properly paid 
and trained work” in prisons. 

 “A lot of prison labour – in the 
sense that it is quite menial and 
not particularly well-paid – doesn’t 
prepare prisoners for release,” he 
said. But the League did not have 
any problem with prisoners being 
asked to make poppies in particu-
lar, he stressed.

The practice is not confined to 
the UK either – prisoners in New 
Zealand and Canada have also 
been involved in making their 
own versions of Remembrance 
Day poppies. 

Many of the poppies and 
wreaths sold by the Royal British 
Legion are made by the Poppy 
Factory, an organisation which 
employs disabled veterans who 
have struggled to otherwise find 
work since leaving the forces.

A spokesperson for the organi-
sation said they were unaware the 

Legion was also having poppies 
made by prisoners, but did not 
comment further. 

Mr Rehman said the revelation 
underlined why society needed to 
change its attitude towards prisons.

 “I don’t think this is the right 
signal to be sending – seeing peo-
ple in the most vulnerable posi-
tion as a source of cheap labour,” 
he said. “Prisoners are working for 
wages which wouldn’t be accept-
able outside in everyday life.

“Prisons are seen first and fore-
most as a source of cheap labour 
rather than a place where we are 
rehabilitating people. 

“Ultimately prisoners are still 
human beings, inside or outside 
prison they still have the same hu-
man rights.”

A Royal British Legion spokes-
person said: “We work with the 
prison service at the request of 
the Ministry of Justice to provide 
work opportunities for prisoners. 
We believe this is a good oppor-
tunity to support the prisoners in 
their rehabilitation and it is not a 
route to cut labour costs.”
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On the 4th September 
1970, the left-wing lead-
er and self-proclaimed 
Marxist – Salvador Al-

lende – of the Chilean Socialist 
Party, was elected president.  His 
election set in train a series of rev-
olutionary events that ended in a 
bloody military takeover exactly 
three years and one week lat-
er. Why did this happen is still de-
bated amongst socialists today?

Allende was the presidential 
candidate of a six party “Popular 
Unity” (UP) coalition, made up of 
the main workers’ organisations, 
the Socialist Party, Communist 
Party, smaller Left organisations 
and a middle class liberal party.

Allende’s election triumph 
was welcomed with incredible 
excitement, not only by the Chil-
ean workers but by the interna-
tional working class as well. It 
also took the Chilean ruling class 
completely by surprise, who were 
thrown into confusion after the 
result became clear.

Indeed not only did the rul-
ing class not think the Left would 
win, they did not seriously de-
velop a counter-revolutionary 
strategy until October 1972.  Yet 

Allende and the UP coalition 
failed to use this vacuum to push 
social change and the revolution 
forward to its conclusion.

The forerunner of the So-
cialist newspaper – the Militant 
– commented in February 1972 
that: “Chilean society teeters on 
the brink of crisis. The question is 
posed will the workers and peas-
ants succeed in guaranteeing the 
gains of Allende’s government, by 
pressing forward to socialist revo-
lution, or will reaction strike with 
ferocious vengeance?”

The UP leaders – guided by 
the ideas of the Communist Par-
ty – sought means to placate the 
so-called “liberal” section of the 
Chilean ruling class. They argued, 
falsely, that socialism could be 
won by a stage-by-stage transfor-
mation of society; national de-
mocracy first and socialism many 
years ahead.

Reforms
Within weeks of forming the 

UP government, Allende intro-
duced reforms under the class 
pressure of the Chilean masses, 
like free school milk and meals, 
higher wages, industrial democ-

racy and land reform for the peas-
ants and landless workers.

These actions speeded up 
the revolutionary processes, en-
couraging land occupations and 
factory takeovers by the workers. 
Major Chilean and American mul-
tinational companies – like the 
powerful copper mines owned 
by US companies – were nation-
alised, along with important sec-
tions of the banking industry.

Strategies were declared for 
the public ownership of nearly 
100 companies, and by the time 
of the 11th September coup 40% 
of the Chilean economy was pub-
licly owned. But that still left the 
majority of the economy in the 
hands of the capitalist class.

The poor, youth and working 
class of Chile supported Allende 
and the UP government in par-
liamentary elections, increasing 
their vote time after time. Ex-
tra-parliamentary activity to de-
fend the reforms and revolution 
from national and international 
capitalism were also undertaken.

Every attempt at counter-rev-
olution provoked a left radical-
isation and mobilisation by the 
working class and poor.

The capitalists organised the 
first serious offensive in the sec-
ond half of 1972 through an in-
vestment and food embargo and 
business ‘strike’.

However, the working class 
responded by establishing dem-

ocratic workers’ councils called 
“Cordones Industriales” and dem-
ocratic Peoples Supply Commit-
tees in the industrial towns and 
cities and shanty towns.  These 
bodies organised and controlled 
goods and their distribution.

These examples of workers’ 
democracy, and in some cases 
management, was without the 
support of, and in many instances 
against, the UP government.

This terrified American impe-
rialism and the Chilean capitalists 
and plans were made to over-
throw the Allende government; 
first by a ‘white coup’ through 
parliamentary impeachment and 
then by a ‘black coup’ through a 
military takeover.

An accidental dress rehears-
al took place in June 1973, with 
a section of the military – one of 
the tank regiments – took over 
the capital city, Santiago, but 
this provoked a massive reaction 
from the working class who came 
out on the streets all over Chile in 
support of Allende.

The more far-sighted repre-
sentatives of the military and 
capitalists recoiled and ordered 
the regiment to stand down. The 

ON THE 4TH SEPTEMBER 1970
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ON THE 4TH SEPTEMBER 1970

Let there be no mistake, this 
book is very good in many parts. 
Harari’s previous books, Sapiens: 
A Brief history of Humankind and 
Homo Deus: A Brief History of To-
morrow have established his sta-
tus as a publisher’s dream author. 
We know that widening perspec-
tive provides wisdom; that deeper 
analysis produces better insights; 
and that a well-turned phrase 
stays with and even convinces a 
reader. Harari has huge and varied 
perspectives; his insights emerge 
from deep analysis; and his phras-
es are often brilliantly constructed. 
Why then does he not consistently 
convince me?

Harari gives us twenty-one 
chapters. They have all been pre-
viously published as articles and 
essays. A major task for him is to 
establish a thread so that the col-
lection can be called a book in the 
sense of a coherent set of chap-
ters. I suggest reading the intro-
duction again when reaching the 
end. It might help to resolve the 
coherence question. Reading the 
acknowledgements I felt the co-
herence to have been contrived, 
especially as the idea for the book 
came from the publisher who had 
seen big sales of the first, back-
ward looking, book and the sec-
ond, forward looking, book. Harari 
was then asked for a NOW looking 
book. 

Israel is mentioned a lot in 
his book. He does not flatter the 
country or Zionism or Judaism. He 
does not hide injustice, though he 
expresses his loyalty to Israel. It is 
where he lives, on land from where 
in living memory indigenous peo-
ple were expelled to make room 
for colonists. He does not mention 
that. I wonder if his vast historical 
perspective can be summarised in 
a Modern Hebrew expression, ‘Yer 
besedr’. When someone asks an 
urgent question about what might 
be a crisis that phrase is often used 
in response: ‘Don’t worry, it will be 
all right’.

Might we be held accountable 
for profiting from injustice?

Don’t worry. Enlarge your his-
torical perspective. It will be all 
right.

I shall return to what I see as 
the issue of his academic indiffer-
ence later because he provides op-
portunities to do so. 

Harari clusters his chapters into 
five parts. The first is The Techno-
logical Challenge. Next we are giv-
en The Political Challenge. Despair 
and Hope follows. Then we get 
War, Truth and finally Resilience. 
His job, as he explains in his Intro-
duction, is not to give people food 
or clothes but to make things clear. 
His purpose is to offer the clarity 
that will empower more people to 
engage in debate ‘about the future 
of our species’. 

I question some of that ‘clarity’. 
His last chapter is entitled MEDI-
TATION. He recounts his restless 
youth and his frustration at being 
offered truthless tales of explana-
tion. Eventually he turns to med-
itation. Now he meditates for two 
hours a day and every year he de-
votes one or two months to medi-
tation. He sees it as a ‘valuable tool 
in the scientific toolkit, especially 
when trying to understand the 
human mind’. I am sure that it is. 
Nevertheless, he seems unable to 
throw off the pre-judgments that 
abound in the world that he seeks 
to make clear for us. To define is to 
classify and to label. It also requires 
the selection of examples. What 
examples does he choose in order 
to clarify the world for us?

His chapter on Terrorism is a 
good example of the shortcom-
ings of his selectivity. He assumes 
that states cannot be terrorists. I 
remember that the USA classified 
Geronimo as a terrorist. We might 
think of him as resisting state ter-
ror. French resistance during World 
War Two is celebrated. How do you 
go from being a despised terrorist 
to a celebrated resistance fighter? 
Harari does not allow himself to be-
come entangled in such a question 
but it has to be said that historians 
play a huge part in selective classi-
fying. 

As an act of terror he cites the 
Lockerbie bombing when Pan-Am 
flight 103 was blown up. So it was. 
He does not cite Iran Air flight 655 
that was shot down by the US Navy 
operating in support of Sadam 
Hussein’s attempted invasion of 
Iran. For that act the USA awarded 
the captain a medal and Bush the 
Elder refused to apologise. Carried 
out on behalf of a state that act can-
not, if we use Harari’s definition, be 
classified as terror. 

His labels can be distributed 
somewhat casually. In his chapter 
on Justice he writes:

I can live peacefully at home, 
never raising a finger to harm any-
one, and yet according to left-wing 
activists, I am a full partner to the 
wrongs inflicted by Israeli soldiers 
and settlers in the West Bank.”

Disregarding the misplaced 
comma that fails to demarcate his 
sub-ordinate clause we are sup-
posed to accept words such as 
‘left-wing’, ‘activists’ and ‘wrongs’ 
without explanation. He invites us 
to accept the prejudgements that 
have created those labels. I wonder 
if, as an historian, he remembers 
how we acquired the terms ‘left’ 
and ‘right’ to describe not exact-
ly our political views but our ap-
proach to how government should 
be carried out. To be on the left in-
dicates a preference for inclusion: 
to be on the right exclusion in the 
form of absolute government. 1789 
is not so long ago. By the way, is ‘ac-

tivist’ a derogatory term?
Much of the book is about con-

cepts. He wishes to clarify for us 
concepts that he believes have lost 
validity. What does it mean to be 
liberal? Has liberalism any mean-
ingful power today? What about 
communism? Is it finished?

Harari links liberalism with the 
concept of liberty: a notion that 
empowers individuals. Perhaps 
Milton might help here.

Licence they mean when they 
cry Liberty;

For who loves that must first be 
wise and good:

But from that mark how far 
they rove we see,

For all this waste of wealth and 
loss of blood.

The L-Word can encompass 
freedom from tyranny, freedom to 
exploit the resources of the earth 
and freedom to enslave others. 
And yet we also use it as a righter 
of wrongs and as an includer rather 
than an excluder. The British Wel-
fare State owes more to the Liber-
al Party than it does to the Labour 
Party. It owes nothing to the Con-
servative Party. Why, I wonder, did 
I scribble in my notebook while 
reading this book the question, ‘Is 
Harari a conservative?’ I am aware 
that I have just used another sim-
plistic label so let me try to explain 
why.

There is more to communism 
than was ever displayed by those 
states claiming to be communist. 
Nevertheless, he uses the word as 
though for much of the twentieth 
century we were presented with 
two choices: liberalism as a force 
for largely commercial liberty and 
communism as a constraint upon 
humanity. 

Remembering that Marx said 
that he was not a Marxist if it 
meant being like some people who 
claimed that they were it is worth 
remembering that while writing 
about capital, as he mostly did, 
Marx gave us two important con-
cepts. They are commodification 
and alienation. Harari has lots of 
clever insights into the impact of 
artificial intelligence and the pow-
er of the algorithm to manage hu-
mans so why, I wonder, did he not, 
when discussing communism, 
spend time looking at those two 
concepts? I think the answer is that 
we are not reading a book but a col-
lection of short pieces.  

To borrow from WH Auden’s 
advice on how to combine taste 
and judgment when writing about 
a book and bearing in mind what 
the curate said about the egg, Hara-
ri has given us a mostly good book 
and I mostly like it but I wish that 
instead of sticking bits together he 
had taken some time off meditat-
ing and done a proper job.

Cliff Jones 3rd November 2018

working class were calling for 
arms to defend the government.

However, Allende and the UP 
government did the opposite to 
what the working class were call-
ing for and told the masses to stay 
calm and not provoke the capital-
ists. Allende even brought more 
generals into his cabinet – includ-
ing his hangman, Pinochet.

Bit by bit these concessions 
to the capitalist and military 
elite allowed time for the coun-
ter-revolution to prepare. Even 
two days before the coup, when 
a million workers demonstrat-
ed their support for the govern-
ment in an all-day protest in 
Santiago, the working class were 
calling Allende to arm them to 
defend the government. This did 
not happen.

On 11 September 1973 the 
coup took place and Allende 
was overthrown and eventually 
executed. Decades of military 
dictatorship followed with the 
murder and imprisonment of 
tens of thousands of workers, 
trade unionists, socialists and 
communists.

It could be asked today what 
have events that happened 45 

years ago and on the other side 
of the world got to do with today? 
Over the past few years the rise of 
the ideas of left-wing populism 
have appeared around the world.

Jeremy Corbyn in Britain, 
Bernie Sanders in America, 
Jean-Luc Melenchon in France, 
Andres Manuel Lopez Obrador, 
known as AMLO, in Mexico. All 
of which have provoked wel-
come mass support from the 
working class and even middle 
class in their respective coun-
tries and beyond.

The lessons of Allende’s 
Chile from the early 1970s need 
to be learned because there is no 
piecemeal step-by-step means 
to end capitalism.

The national and interna-
tional capitalist class will fight to 
the end to maintain their privi-
leges and profits.

This means that left govern-
ments that come to power in the 
future need to understand that 
only a socialist programme that 
carries out the socialist transfor-
mation of society and eradicates 
capitalism will suffice to prevent 
any repeat of the 11 September 
1973.

21 LESSONS FOR THE 21ST CENTURY
by  Yuval Noah Harari
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V idkun Abraham Lauritz 
Jonssøn Quisling, born 
to a wealthy clergyman 
father, and another who 

was a member of the wealthiest 
ship owner of her area of Norway, 
was notorious in World War II to 
the extent that the word Quisling 
still has the meaning of traitor 
today.

As with all those born to 
privilege, he had many oppor-
tunities in early life, he repre-
sented both Norway and British 
interests in the Soviet Union and 
was awarded the CBE for his ser-
vices. He disliked socialism and 
communism, and with the rise 
of Hitler he saw in fascism a sys-
tem which was the antithesis of 
the systems his disliked. Hitler 
of course had seen that social-
ism was popular in Germany, 
and named the party later to be 
known as Nazis, as the National 
Socialists. Vidkun Quisling saw 
no reason to adopt this false title 
in Norway, so he formed his own 
Norwegian fascist party, Nasjon-
al Samling (literally National Un-
ion).

Quisling lacked the charisma 
of Adolf Hitler, and the people 
in Norway had already become 
aware of the seizure of power in 
Germany, and the false nature 
of Hitler’s German government; 
which far from socialist only 
served the wants of the very 
rich. Quisling had already tried to 
claim socialist. Communist basis 
for a previous party, Norsk Ak-
tion (Norwegian Action) which 
he was in from 1929 till 1933 
when he formed Nasjonal Sam-
ling. During his time with Norsk 
Aktion he served as Defence 
Minister for Norway.

Seeing he was unlikely to 
gain even enough support to 
seize power in Norway, Quisling 
began a collaboration with Hit-
ler’s Nazis, and he began meet-
ings with people working on be-
half of the German government. 
He had already made attempts to 
weaken and disrupt his country, 
and it’s defensive capabilities, he 
then supplied the German Nazis 
with all of the necessary infor-
mation on the weaknesses in the 

Norwegian defence, and invited 
them to invade. Once controlled 
by Hitler, Quisling intended to 
become the dictatorial ruler of 
Norway, and hold the same pow-
er to be above the law that Hitler 
wielded in Germany; to be the 
ultimate despotic leader who his 
countrymen would have to obey 
and follow.

His play failed, in part be-
cause the German intermediar-
ies could see he was an upper 
class twit, and in part because 
that was obvious to all but sim-
ilar upper class twits in Norway. 
Hitler did at first refuse to recog-
nise him as Prime Minister, and 
though he did let Quisling play a 
part, though the actual control in 
Norway was through a German 
administrator of what was, after 
conquest, part of the German 
Empire. The true Norwegians, 
recognised the traitorous nature 
fo someone who merely served 
foreign interests at the expense 
of their compatriots in Norway, 
and many moved to Britain to be 
trained as commandos and fight 
to retake their country.

Post World War II, the very 
same wealthy multinational in-
terests which had financed Hit-
ler’s rise to power, did all they 
could to try and reduce their 
losses. In the U.S.A. they backed 
Senator McCarthy in his efforts 
to push for Socialism, the word 
deliberately misused by Hitler, 
and Communism, which was be-
ing misused by the anything but 
Communist Soviet Union, to be 
considered un-American, and to 
have anyone who might speak 
the truth about Hitler’s Right 
Wing government, or indeed 
speak in favour of greater equal-
ity and more Left Wing govern-
ment, declared traitors.

In Britain was began rebuild-
ing, with a heavy financial debt 
to be repaid to, among others, the 
U.S. government. We introduced 
wide scale nationalism, began 
building for the people of this na-
tion who had suffered so much 
and fought so bravely, and we 
introduced Keynesian systems 
which recognised that money, far 
from a magical commodity, was a 
tool of government which might 
be used to create a stronger more 
prosperous nation. Unionisa-
tion of the workforce was wide-
spread, and in that decade, un-
der a Conservative government 
which was implementing Demo-
cratic Socialist policies began by 
Clement Attlee’s relative centrist 
post war government, the wealth 
and standard of life for the major-
ity of people increased more than 
it ever had in recorded history.

In 1960, our Conservative 
Prime Minister Harold MacMil-
lan, met with a man he knew 
having worked with him in 
North Africa, Dwight Eisenhow-
er the President of the United 
States. MacMillan came out of 

OUR QUISLING 
POLITICAL CLASS
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that meeting with a desire to 
introduce austerity, and having 
done so to begin mass privatisa-
tion in the manner followed by 
Hitler’s 1930s German govern-
ment. Essentially he was going 
to weaken our British economy 
so that mutlinational corpora-
tions might take over our state 
owned assets, profit at the ex-
pense of the people of Britain, 
and MacMillan, born to privi-
lege, and who owned a publish-
er, MacMillan publishers of New 
York and London, might gain 
in terms of personal wealth as 
it happened. Every bit as much 
in terms of harming the citizens 
of Britain for foreign powers as 
Quisling, as treasonous as Quis-
ling. His early efforts failed, 
though he did manage to hand 
more power over to the com-
mercial banking sector by reduc-
ing the requirement for liquidity 
reserves in 1963, the same year 
American Express entered the 
British market.

Harold Wilson came in, 1964 
- 1970, he was not from an im-
poverished background, rarely if 
ever are people who manage to 
stand as Prospective Members of 
Parliament for any major party, 
and even less so those who man-
age to gain senior positions in 
government. He had his appoint-
ed Postmaster General, Tony 
Benn, look into privatising the 
Post Office, and Tony Benn invit-
ed McKinsey, a consultant group 
which went on to advise the pri-
vatisation of the Nhs as early as 
the 1970s, and has been key to 
the gradual privatisation which 
has happened over the last four 
decades. Wilson also arranged 
for the production of a White 
Paper, called, “In Place of Strife,” 
which advised on the best way 
to reduce the power of the Trade 
Union movement. Ted Heath, 
who also reduced the liquidity 
requirements, re-introduced a 
form of austerity with a public 
sector wage freeze during his 
four years, 1970 – 1974, as Prime 
Minister. Wilson again, from 1974 
to 1976, worked as Prime Minis-
ter to have a special section of 
the Met Police to break strikes 
(which if we are to be honest is in 
no way a proper duty for a mem-
ber of our police service). Wil-
son’s second tenure also led to 
a very strange decision to take a 
loan from the International Mon-
etary Fund, a loan which placed 
such severe restrictions on the 
Labour Prime Minister Jim Cal-
laghan’s government, 1976-1979, 
that it allowed Maggie Thatcher 
to come in saying that our econ-
omy needed to save money up 
to spend like a household; this 
economically illiterate idiocy 
has become the accepted truth 
for governments despite many 
attempts to explain it as outright 
dishonesty.

Maggie of course is about as 

close to a poor person as we’ve 
had for Prime Minister, though 
not actually poor, her parents 
shop was very profitable and she 
was wealthy enough to attend 
university, she also made a big 
step in marrying multi-million-
aire Dennis Thatcher. John Ma-
jor, Tony Blair, Gordon Brown, 
David Cameron, Nick Clegg, and 
Teresa May, all from privilege, all 
have behaved in a way akin to 
Quisling in order to weaken this 
nation for foreign takeover.

To add to them, we have at 
the forefront of our current po-
litical class people like Nigel 
Farage, Boris Johnson, and Jacob 
Rees-Mogg, all from clear privi-
lege, all willing to impoverish the 
people of this nation in order to 
grow a little richer, and all hap-
pily waving a flag and shouting 
Britain whilst doing so. Quisling 
greatest crime was apparently 
allowing Norwegian Jews to be 
shipped to the concentration 
camps, the politicians of this na-
tion have been allowing a cull of 
the poor for a decade with rarely 
anything said.

I’ve always thought is imma-
terial who was elected as long as 
they wanted to do what is right. 
Sadly though it is obvious from 
thirty years spread across five 
political parties that the parties 
themselves prefer a certain type 
of person. They prefer a priv-
ileged person who wants for 
themselves and is happy to go 
along with Quisling behaviour 
over the risk of any honest mem-
ber of the underclass who may 
not wish their nose in the trough. 
The result is a Quisling political 
class, in which posh people who 
believe they have a birthright to 
grow in wealth as poor people 
stay poor and servile.

Unless this changes the popu-
lation will grow increasing poor, 
the nation increasingly weak, 
and the treasonous behaviour 
increasingly blatant. Anyone 
who comes along with honesty 
and decency will be attacked by 
the privileged party apparatus. 
Those who have long standing 
in the parties have accepted it, 
many of them will toady for a po-
sition among the privileged, and 
our society, our country, and in-
deed our world will continue to 
become a worse place to be.

Brexit is the next big Quis-
ling move, where many of them 
might profit, and as bad as it 
can be will benefit the rich and 
damage the poor, allowing fur-
ther control. Though the clearly 
treasonous people involved will 
all wave flags and claim to be 
patriotic, perhaps whilst ensur-
ing second nationality in case of 
genuine problems, and their flag 
waving will attract the very stu-
pid, or the similarly treasonous, 
as they damage the lives of our 
compatriots.
Robert Price

OUR QUISLING 
POLITICAL CLASS

Southend on sea Sainsbury’s 
supermarket is, some might say, 
typical of a town that is often 
described as “all fur coat and no 
knickers.” The London road shop 
has now sank to new levels of 
daftness by shutting its toilets be-
cause of the “homeless.” A shop 
assistant told one of our reporters 
that “the toilets in the store were 
removed because homeless peo-
ple used them.” She then remem-
bered the official line and went on 
to say “and there is a drug prob-
lem.” Of course, if that were the 
real reason, then having the toi-
lets regularly checked and cleaned 

would overcome it. 
Southend is a large town in 

Essex with a population of around 
180,000. It has two members of 
Parliament who are, and have al-
ways been, Conservatives. 

As of February 2018, the larg-
est overall shareholder in Sains-
bury’s is the sovereign wealth 
fund of Qatar. The shops income 
last year was £642 million. 

For anyone who wishes to 
complain about the shops exclu-
sion of the poor, the number is 
listed below. All enquiries to shop 
manager, Shaun Gadsby.

01702 433389

SAINSBURY’S 
HATES THE POOR
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Here is what happened in the 
Labour Party National Executive 
Committee (NEC)    which saw a 
retreat over Palestinian rights. 
NEC sources pointed to the role 
of trade union leaders and Mo-
mentum members in the deci-
sion to agree a definition of anti-
semitism that restricts criticism 
of Israel. 

“Everyone knew the  Interna-
tional Holocaust Remembrance 
Alliance (IHRA) definition would 
be passed, but we didn’t know 
whether there would be caveats,” 
one source told Socialist Worker. 
“Once the GMB, Unison, Unite 
and Usdaw union leaders had 
said Labour had to accept the 
definition and all the examples, 
well, then the die was cast.

“I was watching the union 
reps on the NEC. Don’t tell me 
they weren’t communicating 
with their general secretaries or 
at least people very high up in 
the union.

“The right were loving it.  It 
seemed to me that [deputy lead-
er] Tom Watson was just sitting 
back and enjoying the retreat by 
the left. 

Another source says, “It was 
a shock when Jeremy came for-
ward with his personal state-
ment that included saying it was 
legitimate to describe the  cir-
cumstances  around foundation 
of Israel as racist because of their 
discriminatory impact.

Stand with Palestine after La-
bour Party accepts antisemitism 
definition

 “Some NEC members imme-
diately supported Jeremy, but 
many of the Momentum sup-
porters didn’t. The press have 
highlighted Rhea Wolfson com-
ing out against Jeremy, but she 
was far from the only Momen-
tum supporter who did that. 

“Some people said we 
shouldn’t minute what Jeremy 
had put forward because it wasn’t 
good for the media to know his 
views hadn’t been accepted. But 
it had already been leaked.

“I had been expecting there to 
be clearer protection for pro-Pal-
estinian voices, but that didn’t 
happen.

Crucial
“To be honest there’s a degree 

of demoralisation about it. Jere-
my’s supposed to be in charge of 
the party and the left all say what 
a wonderful leader he is. But they 
didn’t support him at a crucial 
time.”

These accounts rightly point 
to the role of the union leaders 
and the backsliding of some who 
call themselves pro-Corbyn in 
Momentum.

But the process didn’t start 
this week. The union leaders also 
pressured Corbyn to drop oppo-
sition to Trident nuclear weao-
pons, and at the same time as the 
NEC was meeting the GMB union 
was putting out a statement that 
it now backed “a public vote on 
the final Brexit deal”.

It’s likely that the attempt to 
make Labour shift its position 
over Brexit will intensify at this 
weekend’s Trade Union Congress 
conference.

The opposition to the betray-
al of the Palestinians could never 
have won if it was confined to the 
NEC or Westminster. It had to be 
rooted in the wider pro-Palestine 
movement.

Corbyn himself was trapped 
inside the world of manoeuvres 
and compromises. He put first 
the desperate search to keep La-
bour united, rather than relying 
on the mass campaigning where 
he was powerful during the lead-
ership elections and the general 
election.

Inside Labour, at crucial mo-
ments the parliamentary pres-
sures completely outweigh activ-
ity outside parliament.

But the fight for Palestine is 
far from over. In every union, 
university and institution there 
has to be opposition to further 
imposition of the IHRA defini-
tion and examples. 

HERE IS NEC

This is contradicted by 
the basic facts. Germany 
had universal manhood 
suffrage while in Britain, 

including Ireland, some 40% of 
men still did not qualify for the 
vote. In Germany also, there were 
attempts to justify the war on the 
grounds that it was being fought 
to defend civilised values against 
a repressive, militaristic state, in 
the form of Russian autocracy.

Britain went to war due to a 
treaty obligation to defend the 
neutrality of Belgium

There was no clear and accept-
ed obligation on Britain to do this, 
and, in fact, before the Belgian is-
sue appeared, the war party in the 
cabinet was already pushing for 
British intervention on the entire-
ly different ground that there were 
naval obligations to France. These 
obligations had been developed 
in secret arrangements between 
the military of both countries, and 
were never subject to any kind of 
democratic accountability. The 
Germans even offered guarantees 
over Belgian integrity, which the 
British government refused to 
consider at all.

German aggression was the 
driving force for war

However aggressive the Ger-
man leadership may have been 
in 1914, the British establishment 
was at least as determined to take 
the opportunity to go to war with 
its imperial rival. At one point the 
Foreign Office even seized on im-
aginary German incursions into 
France to justify a British declara-
tion of war on Germany. The dec-
laration letter had to be retrieved 
from the German ambassador and 
rewritten when it was discovered 
that the stories were false. The 
enthusiasm of the British ruling 
class for war undermines any jus-
tification for it based on German 
aggression.

Germany had started a naval 
arms race with Britain

Imperialist competition be-
tween the two states over markets 
and resources preceded the arms 
race in the fifteen years before the 
war. Britain’s naval power was the 
vital element in its ability to re-
strict German access to markets 
and resources across the world. 
Unless Britain was willing to allow 
Germany to expand economically, 
the logic of capitalist competition 
meant that Germany was bound 

to challenge British naval suprem-
acy. The latent violence of the 
leading imperial nation is always 
the context for aggressive chal-
lenges to the status quo on the 
part of rising powers.

German imperialism was 
uniquely vicious and had to be 
challenged

The atrocities committed 
against the Herrero people in Na-
mibia were indeed terrible crimes, 
but were hardly unique compared 
to the horrors committed by all 
those involved in the rubber in-
dustry in the Belgian Congo, to 
take but one example. Also, Euro-
pean opinion had only a few years 
before 1914 been horrified by the 
brutality of another colonial pow-
er when it was engaged in ruth-
lessly expanding its dominance 
over independent states in Africa. 
This was Britain in its wars of ag-
gression against the Boer states in 
South Africa, during which con-
centration camps were first used 
in order to control a civilian pop-
ulation.

Public opinion was united in 
favour of the war, as shown by im-
ages of cheering crowds in 1914

It is now usually admitted that 
the degree of enthusiasm for the 
war was strictly limited, and the 
evidence is that the crowds who 
gathered at the outbreak of war 
were by no means united in martial 
enthusiasm. In fact sizeable and 
widespread anti-war demonstra-
tions occurred in both Britain and 
Germany. Had the leaderships of 
Labour and Socialist parties across 
Europe not caved into demands to 
support their national ruling class-
es in going to war, it is quite pos-
sible that the conflict could have 
been stopped in its tracks.

The morale of British troops 
fighting on the Western Front re-
mained intact to the end of the war

While Britain may not have 
suffered quite the same scale of 
mutinies as in the German and 
French armies, at times there 
were whole stretches of the front 
where troops became so unre-
liable that generals did not dare 
order them into combat. The ev-
idence for widespread cynicism 
about war strategies, contempt for 
the military leadership, and grave 
doubts about the purpose of the 
war, cannot be wished away by 
the revisionists. In so far as sol-
diers carried on willingly fighting 

the war, the explanation needs to 
be sought in the habituation to 
obedience, as well as the threat of 
court-martial executions. There 
is no need to invoke either fervid 
nationalism or any kind of deep 
psychological blood-lust as expla-
nations.

The military leadership, nota-
bly General Haig, was not a bunch 
of incompetent ‘donkeys’

Attempts to rehabilitate the 
likes of General Haig founder on 
some of the basic facts about the 
tactics he relentlessly employed. 
Repeated infantry attacks on 
opposing trenches consistently 
failed to gain any clear advantage, 
while causing colossal casualties. 
On the first day of the battle of 
the Somme, 1st July 1916, 57,000 
troops out of 120,000 were killed 
or wounded. Despite continuing 
carnage on an incredible scale, 
Haig carried on ordering further 
attacks. When any hope of a break-
through against the German lines 
was clearly lost, the purpose of the 
battle was shifted to attrition pure 
and simple. The plan now was 
to kill more German troops than 
the British lost. Since there was 
no way of reliably measuring the 
casualties on the other side, Haig 
relied on estimating it through the 
losses of his own side. On this ba-
sis he began to be angered when 
the army suffered too few losses, 
as when he complained that one 
division in September had lost 
under a thousand men. There can 
be no defence for this kind of dis-
regard of human life.

The end of the war saw the tri-
umph of liberal capitalism, against 
collapsing autocratic Empires

In fact all states involved in 
the war were deeply destabilised. 
Even the United States, whose in-
volvement was the most limited, 
experienced the ‘Red Summer’ of 
1919, with unprecedented labour 
revolts, such as the Seattle gener-
al strike, alongside savage repres-
sion of socialists and black Amer-
icans. Britain saw the beginning 
of the Irish war of independence, 
and increasing unrest in India, 
which marks, in effect, the point at 
which the Empire began to unrav-
el. Domestically, there was also a 
wave of radical working-class un-
rest, particularly in the ‘Red Clyde-
side’, which culminated in troops 
being sent into Glasgow to impose 
martial law.

THE WAR WAS FOUGHT IN 
DEFENCE OF DEMOCRACY
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by Brian Bamford
JAMIE Oliver has been today 

accused of cultural appropria-
tion for describing a new prod-
uct as  ‘punchy jerk rice’..

A decision to label the mi-
crowavable rice  ‘jerk’  has been 
criticised, because the product 
doesn›t contain many of the in-
gredients traditionally used in a 
Jamaican jerk marinade.

‘I’m just wondering do you 
know what Jamaican jerk actu-
ally is?’, MP Dawn Butler asked 
the celebrity chef. 

Jamie claimed he used the 
name ‘punchy jerk rice’..to show 
where he drew his culinary in-
spiration from.  

Jerk seasoning is usually 
used on chicken or fish.   The 
dish is often barbecued, and 
Jerk Rice is not an item for bar-
becuing.  The spice mix contains 
allspice and Scotch bonnet pep-
pers - neither of which are on the 
ingredients list for Jamie’s jerk 
rice product.

In October 2016, Jamie Oliver 
offended some Spaniards when 
he posted a link to a unortho-
dox  paella  recipe on his Twitter 
account which included chorizo:  

‘Good Spanish food doesn’t 
get much better than paella,’ the 
innocuous-seeming tweet 
read.  ‹My version combines 
chicken thighs & chorizo.› 

Furious replies came thick 
and fast:    ‹Come to Valencia to 
try the real paella and stop mak-
ing ‘rice with whatever’, wrote 
Spanish journalist Vicent Mar-
co.    ‹Your dish is everything but 
paella.’.   Other critics were less 
restrained.    ‘Your paella is an 
abomination,’ wrote one.   ‹An in-
sult not only to our gastronomy 
but to our culture,’said another.

When I lived in the fishing 
village of Denia, Alicante, in the 
days of General Franco, we used 
to go to Senora Lola’s villa on 
the coast and after Salvador had 
dived to catch some sea urchins 
we would build a fire for the pa-
ella pan, which we would then 
eat a portion direct from the 
pan; as it was divided up equal-
ly.  When in 1919, Gerald Brenan, 
fresh from England where he 
was a member of the Blooms-
bury Group,shared a meal of this 
kind with some local peasants 
he says he was immediately won 
over to the Spanish way of life.   
Besides the sea urchin mussels 
and chicken, which was then 

cheaper than rabbit, we would 
include some of the chicken.gib-
lets such as the heart. 

Anna MacMiadhachain 
in her book Spanish Regional 
Cookery wrote:

‘The ingredients for a paella 
are fairly elastic and may include 
all kinds of seafood, including 
squid, prawns, lobster, mussels, 
clams, snail and pieces of white 
fish.   Chicken, rabbit and pork 
are the meats used,,, The meth-
ods of preparation differ too...’

Meanwhile, Francis Bis-
sell in  ‘The REAL MEAT Cook-
book’  writes that  ‘According to 
Tinuca Lasala, a Spanish cookery 
teacher .... an authentic paella is 
not a multi-coloured mixture of 
fish, shellfish, chicken and sau-
sage, decorated with stripes of 
pimento to look like the Spanish 
flag.  It is a rather plain dish, with a 
main ingredient of rabbit or chick-
en, to which in season might be 
added a handful of snails.’

Both the Spaniards in 2016, 
and the Jamaicans now, seem 
to be questioning the claims to 
authenticity of the brands now 
being promoted by Jamie Oliver.  
Scotch bonnet chillies, de-seed-
ed and finely chopped and 2 tsp 
ground allspice, seem to be the 
vital ingredients Jerk to go with 
chicken or fish.

In response to Jamie’s con-
coction David Llewellyn wrote 
online:  “On what planet can 
“garlic, ginger and jalapenos” be 
described as “Jerk”?

Although I must confess to 
using chorizo and tinned arti-
chokes in my paella I haven’t wit-
nessed it used in dishes in Spain.  
As for Jerk, my Jamaican relatives 
have made it for me, but I don’t 
care for fierce Scotch bonnet chil-
lies, and generally prefer jalapeño.

Cultural appropriation is de-
fined as  ‹the unacknowledged 
or inappropriate adoption of the 
customs, practices, ideas, of one 
people or society by members of 
a typically more dominant peo-
ple or society’. 

Probably the most important 
ingredient in paella, I don’t know 
about Jerk, but I suspect it is the 
variety of rice used that is vi-
tal.   Francis Bissell suggests Va-
lencia  or  Arborio rice  to get an 
authenticity paella, but I often 
use Carnaroli.   Alas, Carnaroli  is 
a medium-grained  ricegrown 
in the Pavia, Novara and Vercel-
li provinces of northern Italy.

Despite the slaughter and de-
struction, the war was worthwhile

The war opened up a period 
of endemic economic dislocation, 
and outright crisis. In Britain there 
was a decade of industrial decline 
and high unemployment even 
before the Great Depression. In ef-
fect, it was only the Second World 
War which brought the major cap-
italist powers out of the slump. 
The First World War saw the point 
at which capitalism became ad-
dicted to war and to a permanent 

arms economy. The war demon-
strated the capacity of capitalism 
to create industrialised waste, 
carnage and destruction on a co-
lossal scale. The remembrance of 
the war is appropriately a time for 
mourning the horror, the loss and 
the waste of it all, but it should 
also provoke a determination to 
resist our rulers’ insistence on pro-
moting war to further their inter-
ests. War can achieve nothing oth-
er than to create the conditions for 
further wars.

Popular opinion has, ever 
since its ending, remembered the 
First World War as a time of hor-
rendous and futile misery and 
slaughter, as epitomising political 
and military leaders’ incompe-
tence and callous disregard for hu-
man life. That popular judgement, 
which has helped turn common 
opinion against war in general, 
was correct, and we must not let 
the war mongers dismiss this in-
stance of the wisdom of ordinary 
people.

THE WAR WAS FOUGHT IN 
DEFENCE OF DEMOCRACY

JAMIE OLIVER 
ACCUSED OF  

CULTURAL  
APPROPRIATION
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I was asked the other day if 
I wasn’t banging a broken drum 
over austerity, it was put to me 
that people had moved on.

Well if anything, times now 
are harder than ever; and as far as I 
can see the only people who have 
‘moved on’ are people who choose 
to look the other way.

I read Billy Bragg saying times 
are far worse now than under 
Thatcher, and I completely agree. 
Back then there was unemploy-
ment and deprivation for sure, but 
there was a safety net of welfare 
and the cost of existing, and I use 
that word over ‘living’ deliberate-
ly, was far lower as a proportion of 
our income.

In short, what work there was 
paid a wage which didn’t put you 
straight back into poverty the day 
after your pay packet.

A Working Class job then 
would pay what would be viewed 
as a Middle Class wage now.

And there was Hope. We be-
lieved it was temporary, that we 
could take down Thatcher and 
make the country better. That 
gave us the will to fight. I don’t 
mean as a pocket of energetic ac-
tivists, we still have that now; I 
mean as a NATION.

New Labour killed that.
They showed us the alterna-

tive was no better.
They caused widespread al-

ienation and apathy that drove 
millions away from politics, and 
their abadonment of their tradi-
tional core vote drove thousands 
into the arms of the Far Right. 
It was a betrayal of the Working 
Class which history will judge, 
because we are yet to see its end-
game, and if the rise of fascist and 
Nazi attacks on our streets is any-

thing to go by, it will get far worse 
before it gets better.

Today I repaired a young 
man’s washing machine. He had a 
toddler running around on a bare 
concrete floor. His partner was out 
at work and when she gets home 
he goes out on nights. Two jobs 
and he practically wept telling me 
there still wasn’t enough money 
left to buy rugs, and their landlord 
refused to carpet the floor saying: 
“Take it or leave it. I can soon find 
another tenant.”

In the words of the great Jack 
Monroe, when told people were 
struggling to make ends meet on 
the new ‘Living Wage’:

“Well it’s not a f***ing Living 
Wage then is it.”

As Billy pointed out, people 
are now using food banks and 
soup kitchens as a daily necessity 
effectively living like striking min-
ers and their families did in 1984-
85.

And this summer hundreds of 
thousands of children only got a 
decent meal because of voluntary 
organisations and charities.

So no, I don’t think it’s time to 
move on.

I think  We Shall Overcome  is 
needed more than ever.

I think Brexit and the current 
US-led Far Right agenda is being 
fuelled by the anger, deprivation 
and squalor caused by austerity 
and poverty wages; and I think 
it’s high time people woke up and 
fought these problems at their 
source instead of being led up 
blind alleys by the daily news cy-
cle.

This needs to be stopped.
And people need our help.
Two fights, one cause.
The future needs us now.

JOE SOLO The Sun or Scum news-
paper is not a work-
ing-class newspaper, but 
an anti-working-class, 

anti-trade union, phone-hack-
ing, scouser hating and baiting, 
phone hacking, Levi Bellfield 
aiding, war-mongering, bigoted, 
homophobic, xenophobic, lying, 
unprincipled, two-faced rag.

I am not saying those things 
because I don’t like its political 
stance, or crap journalism or sen-
sationalism. I can back them up 
one by one, and unlike the Scum 
I will provide serious analysis of 
why it is all those things.

ANTI-WORKING CLASS
The Scum viciously con-

demned Labour’s plans to bring 
in the Minimum Wage and has 
said it shouldn’t rise. It opposed 
the Social Chapter and has 
backed moves to come out of it. 
This means agency workers, part-
time workers, temporary workers 
will all lose rights, as well many 
low-paid and minimum wage 
workers.

It condemned the postmen 
for going on strike in 2009, the 
train drivers in 1994, attacked the 
printers at Wapping and printed 
a false front page about Arthur 
Scargill in 1984 and backed the 
pit closures.

It backed the poll tax, called 
protestors scum, and attacked 
the 50% tax rate on those on 
£100,000 a year or more, saying 
it drags us all down to a drab level. 
How many Scum readers are on 
that a year? It has backed Royal 
Mail privatisation, public spend-
ing cuts, tax cuts and breaks for 
the well-off.

ANTI-TRADE UNION
The Scum attacked Labour’s 

giving GCHQ workers the chance 
to join a Trade Union in 1997 after 
a 13-year-ban. They have repeat-
edly attacked them as reds and 
said they restrict business, and 
even have said there is no need 
for them. They have launched 
attacks on Trade Union leaders, 
which have been filthy, vicious, 
personal and at times, inaccurate.

BIGOTED
The Scum referred to the 

mentally ill boxer “Frank Bruno” 
as bonkers in 2003. It has at-
tacked homosexuals, the unem-
ployed, people on benefits and 
single parents.

HOMOPHOBIC
The Scum opposed Edwina 

Currie’s bill in February 1994 to 
lower the age of consent for ho-
mosexuals from the age of 21 to 
18.

The Sun at the time called it a 
perverts charter and said 19 and 
20 year old’s unsure about their 
sexuality will be taken advantage 
of by perverted older men. Five 
years later it said the same thing 
but about 16 and 17 year olds.

It backed the homophobic 

section 28. It has tried to equate 
homosexuality with paedophilia. 
It has referred to pulpit poofs in 
the Church of England and lied 
saying that Elton John uses rent 
boys. He had done no such thing.

It opposed civil partnerships 
and Television personality Piers 
Morgan, a former Editor of the 
Daily Mirror and of The Sun’s Bi-
zarre pop column, said at Kelvin 
MacKenzie’s behest, he was or-
dered to speculate on the sexual-
ity of male pop stars for a feature 
headlined “The Poofs of Pop”. He 
also recalls MacKenzie headlining 
a story about the first homosex-
ual kiss on BBC television soap 
opera EastEnders “EastBenders”. 
It also said that only homosexual 
sex could give you AIDS.

LYING
Where do I start.... The Dunn 

of the Sun, Elton John uses rent 
boys. The Hillsborough article, 
which for me, has been the most 

evil headline ever on a newspa-
per. Vicious and personal attacks 
on Tony Benn, Ken Livingstone, 
Arthur Scargill and Gordon 
Brown which have been dishon-
est at times.

The Sun also did a story ex-
tensively quoting a respected 
American psychiatrist claiming 
that British left-wing politician 
Tony Benn was “insane”, with 
the psychiatrist discussing vari-
ous aspects of Benn’s supposed 
pathology. The story was dis-
credited when the psychiatrist 
in question publicly denounced 
the article and described the false 
quotes attributed to him as “ab-
surd”, The Sun having apparently 
fabricated the entire piece.

TWO-FACED
The Scum attacked Benny 

Hill for having topless women 
on his shows whilst having top-
less 17-year-old page 3 girls. It 
attacked Labour’s policies up to 

THE SUN OR SCUM 
NEWSPAPER IS 

NOT A WORKING
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I use the S-Word less these 
days because the American usage 
of it seems to be part of a plot to 
persuade us all to believe that 
a game played with the hands 
should be called football. And 
what a silly game: ten seconds of 
action followed by a meeting and 
then a plenary to plan the next ten 
seconds of action while yet more 
hot dogs are sold to the spectators. 
Theresa May must be a fan for she 
has based her entire Brexit strate-
gy on this approach. 

My title refers to the one and 
only Len Shackleton. It is the title 
of his autobiography and refers to 
his nickname which, in turn, re-
fers both to the fun he brought to 
the field and to his career-damag-
ing anti authoritarian approach to 
professional life. Borrowing from 
Lawrence Stern’s Tristram Shandy 
Len has a chapter entitled 

The Average Director’s Knowl-
edge Of Football. 

Turn over and you find a blank 
page. 

I can imagine a lot of chapters 
like that. The Average Tory Cabi-
net Member’s Knowledge of Life 
Outside the Bubble of Privilege 
or The Average Labour Friend of 
Israel’s Knowledge of Genocide, of 
Falsified History, of Apartheid, of 
the Imprisonment of Poets, Law-
yers and Children and of the real 
meaning of the word Semitic (I am 
trying to keep this list short).

I grew up having people such 
as Len Shackleton as heroes. My 
greatest hero was Billy Liddell, 
on the left wing of course. People 
argue about Liverpool’s greatest 
players knowing only recent ones 
but standing on the Kop when 
the ball was passed to Billy you 
could hear the collective inha-

lation of twenty eight thousand 
people holding their breath to see 
what he would do with the ball. 
Somewhere in my loft must be 
the signed receipt I had from Bil-
ly when as Assistant Bursar of the 
Students Union of the University 
of Liverpool he fined me five quid 
for, with others, throwing a tutor 
in a pond. Watching pundits today 
analysing a game reminds me that 
Liverpool’s most complex strategy 
in those days amounted to ‘Pass 
the ball to Billy’. Now I feel I need a 
PhD in football punditry to under-
stand what they are saying.

Another hero was Eggo, Tom-
my Eglington, on the left wing for 
Everton and Tranmere. At eight-
een with him training my school 
football team I was so pleased to 
find out that I was as fast as him.  
Fast as him? What use was that 
when his acceleration was so good 
that all I did was run at the same 
pace four yards behind? Stanley 
Mathews was like that. Even if 
someone was faster than him by 
the time they caught him the ball 
was somewhere else. Eggo used 
to shuffle in front of the full back, 
foot one side of the ball, then the 
other, wait until his opponent had 
all his weight on one leg and then 
go past on the other side. If the full 
back tried to trip him with the oth-
er leg Tommy would stop what he 
was doing and thump him.

Will there ever be another 
Clown Prince of Soccer, loved by 
the fans but passed over by in-
ternational selectors because he 
does not take kindly to ignorant 
bosses? 

And does the world of govern-
ment and politics have anything 
to learn from old heroes of footy?
Cliff Jones

two weeks before when the 1997 
General Election was called, and 
then said it was backing Labour 
when it knew the Tories had no 
chance of winning.

It said in 1983 that “Do you 
want this old fool to run Britain” 
with reference to Michael Foot’s 
age. He was nearly 70 then.

A year later it enthusiastically 
backed 73-year-old Ronald Rea-
gan’s bid for re-election as USA 
President.

Not for the first time it has 
done this. In May 1979 it said 67 
year old Jim Callaghan looked 
tired and old and should be re-
placed by fresh and young look-
ing Margaret Thatcher. In Oc-
tober 1980 it urged 68 year old 
Callaghan to stay on as Labour 
Leader to fight and see off the 
Trots within his own party.

In January 1994 it attacked 
Benn, Galloway et al for saying 
troops should be removed from 

Bosnia. A month later, it attacked 
John Smith for saying more 
should be sent saying he was 
bland and no radical etc!

It said we were fools for back-
ing John Major, despite enthusi-
astically and vigorously backing 
him to be PM three years earlier 
and less than two years earlier at 
the 1992 General Election.

It attacks benefit fraud and 
calls for welfare cutbacks, whilst 
news international hasn’t paid In-
come Tax into the UK since 1988.

It supported the Sarah’s Law 
campaign and put up a financial 
reward for the capture of Milly 
Dowler’s killer, whilst hacking 
into her phone, and misleading 
the police and parents, and de-
railing the murder inquiry and 
giving her parents false hopes, 
and helping Bellfield to go free to 
kill twice more and almost a third 
time. And hacked into a phone 
given to Sara Payne’s mother.

The Sun fervently backed 
cuts to tax credits until early Oc-
tober 2015 then suddenly they 
turned against them and spoke 
out.

You see newspapers such as 
the Sun demanding roar on and 
cheering on war, and hail “Our 
brave lads” and demand “Total re-
spect to the lads who never made 
it home”, then on the other hand, 
roar on and cheer on IDS and Os-
borne when they cut benefits for 
those who came back with their 
legs missing or with PTSD or who 
were blinded out there.

Full respect to our brave lads 
indeed.

The Sun says Corbyn is taking 
us back to the 1970s and Labour 
back to the 1980s.

Quite ironic considering:
* Their views on social poli-

cies such as homosexual rights 
belong in the 1970s/1980s, as 
they opposed the reduction of 
the age of consent from 21 to 18 
then 16 and civil partnerships 
and gay marriage. In February 
1994 they roared of it being a 
pervert’s charter and emotionally 
confused teenagers being taken 
advantage of. The Sun supported 
the introduction of and retention 
of Section 28 and the age of Con-
sent for homosexuals being 21 
and heterosexuals being 16.

* Their emotional values and 
views are stuck in the 1980s. 
They have called the 1980s a glo-
rious decade and a golden era.

* In the mid 1990s they de-
manded the return of Margaret 
Thatcher as Prime Minister.

* They loudly cheer on and 
support policies which are taking 
us back to the Victorian era.

So who is living in the past?
PROMOTION OF VIOLENCE
In 2000 the Scum and News 

of the World launched an hate 
campaign against paedophiles. 
This meant many were driven un-
derground and a woman’s house 
was attacked and vandalised. She 
was a paediatrician. A complete-
ly innocent man was punched 
in the face three times as he was 
mistook for a paedophile.

In February 2003, the Sun 
published the mobile phone 
number of their favourite bogey-
man Abu Hamza (preacher at the 
Finsbury mosque, North Lon-
don), effectively inviting readers 
to make abusive calls to him. 
This no doubt happened but mis-
dialled phone numbers also re-
ceived 100s of death threats. For 
example, a man from Newport, 
Wales whose mobile differed 
from Hamza’s by 1 digit received 
200 death threats on one morn-
ing from angry Sun readers.

No doubt there are many 
more examples, but those are the 
ones I can think of, and I think 
they perfectly illustrate my case 
that the Scum is all of the things 
I have wrote about it.

THE SUN OR SCUM 
NEWSPAPER IS 

NOT A WORKING

THE  
CLOWN  

PRINCE OF 
SOCCER
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By Danielle Ryan

September 02, 2018 “Infor-
mation Clearing House” 
-  John McCain’s death has 
inspired a slew of white-

washed obituaries, cringe worthy 
plaudits and declarations of love 
from both sides of the political 
divide — but as historical revision-
ism goes, his funeral was a step 
too far.

If there is anyone who owns 
the right to whitewash John Mc-
Cain’s legacy, it is his daughter, 
Meghan McCain. In her hour of 
grief, we can permit her to rewrite 
her father’s personal history, to 
cast him as a hero among men. 
That much is to be expected — and 
few would take much issue with 
it.

But we cannot permit her to 
stand in front of the world, on the 
huge platform that she has been 
given, to rewrite and whitewash 
the Vietnam War — and that is ex-
actly what she attempted to do at 

her father’s funeral.
It gives me no pleasure to be 

writing something like this about a 
person who has just died, or to take 
aim at a grieving daughter — but 
this is bigger than the McCain fam-
ily and their hurt feelings. This is 
about a historical revisionism at its 
most disgusting and unacceptable.

As Meghan McCain spoke, 
even the most willing sycophants 
must have been discreetly raising 
their eyebrows and shifting un-
comfortably in their pews. Stand-
ing before a cathedral packed to 
the rafters with politicians and 
high ranking military figures, she 
recast Vietnam, America’s most 
brutal and barbaric war, as a noble 
fight “for the life and liberty of oth-
er people’s in other lands”.

In her tribute to her father’s 
service, McCain reminded her au-
dience, with a noticeable hint of 
venom in her voice that Vietnam 
was a “most distant and hostile 
corner of the world” in which to 

MCCAIN’S FUNERAL WAS A DISGUSTING 
EXERCISE IN HISTORICAL REVISIONISM

The Public and Commercial 
Services Union (PCS) has won a 
major victory over the govern-
ment.

 The High Court has ruled 
that ministers acted illegally by 
withdrawing  check-off, the dec-
ades-old practice of collecting 
members’ union subscriptions 
directly from their pay packet.

The union has won £3 mil-
lion from the government be-
cause of the illegal moves the 
Department for Work and Pen-
sions (DWP) used to try to ‘crush’ 
the PCS.

In 2015 the union was at the 
heart of opposition to the gov-
ernment, fighting against the 
government’s cuts and closures 
and challenging when the Con-
servatives were robbing mem-
bers of their redundancy rights. 
The union were steadfast in op-
posing austerity.

As a result the then Con-
servative Cabinet Office min-
ister, Francis Maude, took a 
particularly vicious and author-
itarian decision to attack mem-
bers’ terms and conditions, also 
launching an offensive on union 
reps and attempting to bank-
rupt the PCS. Maude announced 
overnight that he would not 
allow members to pay their un-
ion subscriptions directly from 
their pay packets. However, this 
was a system that had been in 

operation for many decades. A 
union spokesperson said he did 
that because he knew that 90% 
of the union’s income came from 
that method.

PCS say: “In a magnificent 
campaign we signed up over 
160,000 members to pay their 
subs by direct debit in a matter 
of weeks and months to stop 
us from going bankrupt and to 
ensure we could continue to 
represent members at work. 
We also took legal action in the 
High Court to show that the 
government had acted illegally, 
and to get compensation. Today 
that case has been settled and 
in a humiliating defeat for the 
government, in its attempt to 
smash PCS and other unions in 
the public sector, it has to pay £3 
million compensation and all of 
our legal costs.

“In the DWP, reps and mem-
bers worked hard together to 
ensure that PCS didn’t suffer as 
a result of check-off ending. Fran 
Heathcote, DWP President said 
‘Our members recognised this 
attack for what it was, and it is 
pleasing to learn that the courts 
have recognised that too’.

“We now plan to take legal 
action against every major gov-
ernment department because 
of the illegal way they’ve treated 
us.”

PCS General Secretary Mark 

Serwotka said: “Today’s an-
nouncement tells us we have 
settled one departmental case 
on union busting, we have many 
more to come. That’s good news 
for all of us, and now we’ll en-
sure we use that money to ben-
efit our members.

“This goes to show that this 
union can win. We can win in the 
courts and we can win through 
campaigning. We’ve defeated 
the government on the Civil Ser-
vice Compensation Scheme and 
we’re waiting for the outcome of 
a judicial review on the way the 
government handled pay this 
year because we believe they 
did not consult us lawfully. But 
we’ve got more campaigns to 
fight. We’ve still got to challenge 
the government on pay, and en-
sure that next year we can win 
above inflation pay rises.

“We will continue to take 
them to court when we can, 
but the key to winning is to be a 
stronger union in every work-
place. If you know a colleague 
who hasn’t joined PCS, please 
urge them to join. If you’re a 
member consider becoming a 
rep. The more of us who are in the 
union, the more of us who are ac-
tive means we won’t just beat the 
government in court we will beat 
them in our campaigning, too.”

I say well done. A splendid, 
well fought victory.

‘Why I am not leaving Britain 
over antisemitism.

I am Jewish. I’m 55 years old. I 
have seen and suffered some ex-
amples of antisemitism though far 
fewer than the instances of racist 
abuse my Asian and black friends 
have suffered.

Nevertheless it has been real 
enough. At school one boy told 
me to “go back to Israel”. I’d nev-
er been there and my family were 
from Russia, not the Middle East. 
Once or twice boys would do the 
ha’penny trick: throwing a half 
pence piece in front of me. If I 
picked it up I was a greedy Jew. If 
I didn’t I was a rich Jew.

When I was 16 I was coming 
home late from a punk gig one 
autumn night and as I was waiting 
for a bus at the tube station a bloke 
much bigger than me said “Yom 
Kippur and all that?” I was about 
to ask him what he meant and I 
felt a massive blow to the head 
and went down. As I staggered to 
my feet his mate was there saying 
“really sorry about that mate” .

Once a trade union comrade 

called me a Zionist even though 
I’m not, just because she knew I 
was Jewish.

Once at a meeting a man leant 
over and whispered in my ear “If 
I wanted to create an antisemitic 
theory I’d start with the antizion-
ist Jews because you’re all mad”

Once at a barbecue a friend 
called me over by shouting “Oi 
Jew!” He thought he was being fun-
ny but it wasn’t his place to do that.

Last year on Facebook some 
guy started abusing me because I 
was saying that while the right are 
raising a number of false allega-
tions there are some genuine ex-
amples of antisemitism: and again 
I got called me a Zionist apologist. 
A friend investigated his wall and 
it became clear he was a fascist 
and hardened antisemitic agitator.

Once on a pro Gaza demo a 
Palestinian woman saw a group 
of religious Jews on the pavement 
as we marched by and said “there 
they are, they all hate us”. I said 
“not all”. She said where, show 
me. I said here. She said “Where”. 
I looked her in the eye and said 

“here”. She stopped in confusion 
and eventually said “you are very 
brave”. I felt really pleased she said 
that. God knows what she’d been 
through.

And that is it. In 30 years ac-
tivity in the Labour movement 
I’ve never encountered any abuse 
in the Labour Party. And frankly 
most black or Asian people will 
look at that little list above and 
think “my God if only I could re-
member all the instances of abuse 
I’ve suffered, let alone count them 
on two hands.

THE PUBLIC AND  
COMMERCIAL SERVICES UNION

RICHARD GERRARD
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fight. Perhaps, she too shares her 
father’s well-known distaste for 
the Vietnamese, about whom he 
once wrote: “I hate the gooks. I 
will hate them as long as I live.”

McCain insisted his use of the 
term was only ever in reference 
to his captors during his time as a 
prisoner of war, but the jury is out 
on that one. When McCain’s plane 
was shot down over Vietnam, se-
curing his legacy as an American 
“war hero,” he was on his way to 
bomb a civilian light bulb factory 
— one of 23 bombing missions he 
flew as part of Operation Rolling 
Thunder, during which the US 
dropped 643,000 tons of bombs 
on the country.

Later, McCain would lament 
the “frustratingly limited bombing 
targets” which mostly restricted 
him to bombing military instal-
lations and things like factories 
and roads — and argued that if 
they had made “full, consistent 
use of air power” (in other words, 

if they committed some more war 
crimes) that the US would ulti-
mately have prevailed.

The most horrendous details 
of the Vietnam War are widely 
known and don’t need rehashing, 
but there is a paragraph in a recent 
New York Magazine piece which 
captures the war succinctly: “There 
are Vietnamese children walking 
the Earth today who will die by 
stumbling on the landmines we 
planted, or unexploded ordnance 
we left behind. There are as-yet un-
born Vietnamese babies who will 
enter the world with misshapen 
heads and giant tumors as a result 
of the defoliants we showered on 
their country 50 years ago.”

But it is not just those close to 
the late senator who are attempting 
to rewrite history. The media, too, 
is working overtime to convince 
Americans and the wider world 
that John McCain leaves behind an 
untarnished legacy of greatness.

McCain’s history of war mon-

gering, his laundry list of regime 
change fantasies, his cavorting 
with neo-Nazis in Ukraine and ji-
hadist terrorists in Syria have all 
mysteriously been dropped from 
the official record of the late sen-
ator’s life.

Particularly disturbing, were 
the efforts by some to frame Mc-
Cain’s funeral as some kind of 
mass rebuke of President Donald 
Trump. Writing in the New York-
er, journalist (and I use that term 
loosely) Susan B. Glasser, referred 
to McCain’s funeral as an an-
ti-Trump “resistance meeting.”

In a meandering dispatch from 
Washington’s National Cathedral, 
Glasser wrote that the funeral of 
“wise man” McCain was “a meet-
ing of the Resistance, under vault-
ed ceilings and stained-glass win-
dows.” She applauded Meghan 
McCain’s “remarkable” speech 
and left the reader with the dis-
tinct impression that the Trump 
era was simply a blip in American 

history; that things would all be 
back to normal soon and sanity re-
stored in the White House.

The problem is, to these polit-
ical groupies that call themselves 
journalists, Trump is an anoma-
ly, an upsetting aberration — but 
a room filled to the brim with 
unconvinced war criminals like 
Henry Kissinger, George W. Bush 
and Barack Obama is the ultimate 
representation of American good-
ness, because they shake hands 
across the aisle and speak in nicer 
tones when they send Americans 
to fight and die in unjust wars to 
line the pockets of weapons man-
ufacturers. Suddenly, the likes of 
Kissinger and Bush have entered 
the ranks of the anti-Trump “re-
sistance” because they showed up 
to politely pay their respects to a 
fellow warmonger.

There is something truly dis-
turbing about that mentality, but 
it is the mentality that prevails in 
the media class — and as such, it is 

the mentality that appears to pre-
vail among anti-Trump America. 
A tweet about the now fully-reha-
bilitated George W. Bush passing 
Michelle Obama a piece of can-
dy during McCain’s funeral was 
retweeted 93,000 times and cov-
ered by CNN, the Huffington Post, 
USA Today, the Daily Mail and CBS 
as some kind of heartwarming 
moment.

The media is apoplectic with 
rage over what Trump has ex-
posed of America. They plead with 
us to believe that he is some kind 
of deviation from the norm, but he 
is not. He is the United States with 
the mask removed. Glasser and 
her ilk are embarrassed; they feel 
exposed by Trump and are des-
perate to find someone who will 
put the mask back on as quickly 
as possible so normalcy can be 
restored in DC. Their extreme and 
creepy levels of sadness over Mc-
Cain’s death can be understood as 
some kind of twisted cry for help.

MCCAIN’S FUNERAL WAS A DISGUSTING 
EXERCISE IN HISTORICAL REVISIONISM
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 14th. October: This was a bad day for the English! 
 1066 – Norman Conquest  begins with the Battle of Hastings on Denlac Hill, seven miles from Hastings, 
the Norman forces of William the   Conquerordefeat the English army and kill King Harold II of England.
 1322 – Robert the Bruce of Scotland defeats King Edward II at Byland, forcing Edward to accept Scot-
land's independence.
 1933 – Nazi Germany withdraws from the League of Nations and World Disarmament Conference.
 1964 – Martin Luther King Jr. received the Nobel Peace Prize for combating racial inequality through 
nonviolence
 1967 – Vietnam War: American folk singer and activist Joan Baez is arrested concerning a physical 
blockade of the U.S. Army's induction centre in California.
 1994 – The Palestinian leader, Yasser Arafat, Prime Minister of Israel, Yitzhak Rabin, and the Foreign 
Minister of Israel, Shimon Peres, receive the Nobel Peace Prize for their role in the establishment of 
the Oslo Accords and the framing of the future Palestinian Self Government.
A chance for peace wasted!!
On April 4, 2017, Baez used Facebook to release her first song in twenty-seven years, "Nasty Man", a 
protest song against US President Donald Trump; it became a viral hit!
 In remembrance of:
 1959 – Errol Flynn, Australian-American actor, singer, and producer (b. 1909)
 1977 – Bing Crosby, American singer-songwriter and actor (b. 1903).
15th. October
 1793 – Queen Marie Antoinette of France is tried and convicted in a swift trial in the Palais de Justice, 
Paris, and condemned to death the following day
 1928 – The airship, Graf Zeppelin completes its first trans-Atlantic flight, landing at Lakehurst, New 
Jersey, United States.
 1934 – The Soviet Republic of China collapses when Chiang Kai-shek's National Revolutionary Army 
successfully encircles Ruijin, forcing the fleeing Communists to begin the Long March.
 1940 – The President of Catalonia, Lluís Companys, is executed by the Spanish dictatorship of Fran-
cisco Franco, making him the only European president to have been executed for treason.
1953 – First British nuclear test Totem 1 is detonated at Emu Field, South Australia.
1965 – Vietnam War: The Catholic Worker Movement stages an anti-war rally in Manhattan includ-
ing a public burning of a draft card; the first such act to result in arrest under a new amendment to 
the Selective Service Act.
1990 – Soviet Union leader Mikhail Gorbachev is awarded the Nobel Peace Prize for his efforts to 
lessen Cold War tensions and open up his nation.
Look who we have now!!
1997 – The first supersonic land speed record is set by Andy Green in ThrustSSC (United Kingdom) 
In remembrance of: 
1987 - Thomas Isidore Noël Sankara (b.21 December 1949) was a Burkinabé military captain, Marxist 
revolutionary, pan
-Africanist and President of BurkinaFaso from 1983 to 1987. He is commonly referred to as "Africa's 
Che Guevara".
1999 – Josef Locke, British-Irish soldier, policeman, tenor and actor (b. 1917).  

London. In Camden there is a 
radical plan to fight gentrification 
by setting up Britain's largest ever 
Community Land Trust (CLT). Res-
idents of Camley Street are close to 
luxury flats in King's Cross and ex-
perienced 'house prices sky-rocket' 
adding to the residents' concerns.

Swansea. UK scientists have 
discovered a simple sunlight-driv-
en process to transform plastic 
waste into hydrogen and other 
useful chemicals which form the 
raw material for new plastics.

'Plastic waste contains a lot 
of energy and when you throw 
it away, you throw away energy.’ 
says  Moritz Kuehnel  of Swan-
sea University. Kuehnel togeth-
er with  Erwin Reisner, from the 
University of Cambridge, and 
colleagues have devised a meth-
od that uses cadmium sulfide 
quantum dots as photocatalysts 
to degrade plastics. The process, 
called photoreforming is relatively 
simple and uses sunlight to break 
down all types of plastic and cre-
ate hydrogen which can be used 
in fuel cells to power electric cars. 
Only a small amount of plastics 
are currently suitable for recycling 

because it is restricted to materials 
being clean. This process can de-
grade bits of food or grease from 
a margarine tub which in fact in-
proves the reaction.

HOPE – The Government will 
invest more into research and into 
manufacturing.

India.   In a historic decision, 
India's Supreme Court has ruled 
that gay sex is no longer a criminal 
offence.

The ruling overturns a 2013 
judgement that upheld a coloni-
al-era law, known as section 377, 
under which gay sex is categorised 
as an "unnatural offence".

The court has now ruled dis-
crimination on the basis of sexual 
orientation is a fundamental viola-
tion of rights.

All five judges condemned pre-
vious breaches of human rights 
with one judge, Indu Malhotra, 
saying she believed "history owes 
an apology" to LGBT people for os-
tracising them.

Campaigners outside the court 
cheered and some broke down 
in tears as the ruling was handed 
down.

Comment from Geeta Pandey, 

BBC News, Delhi
Even though it was rarely in-

voked when it involved consent-
ing adults, section 377 could be - 
and was sometimes - used as a tool 
for harassment. It is not surprising 
then that campaigners are describ-
ing the verdict as a "new dawn for 
personal liberty".

 But in a largely conservative 
India, where leaders of all religions 
have consistently opposed gay sex, 
it will still be a while before atti-
tudes change and the community 
finds full acceptance.

But laws almost always play an 
important role in changing mind-
sets, and by recognising the com-
munity's right to love, the Supreme 
Court has restored the dignity de-
nied to them for a very long time.

 LGBT community celebrate but 
say more needs to be done.

 Hope. India will also do more to 
help women who have been raped 
or sexually assaulted too.

Activists say they are elated at 
the change although more needs to 
be done

Activists say they are elated at 
the change although more needs to 
be done.

Dozens of people evicted 
from their apartments 
will be given two weeks 
to find new homes or 

could be forced to move to County 
Durham.

People living in Hythe’s Pens-
land House and Marlborough 
Court face homelessness after 
property owner Chelsea Portfolio 
gave them their marching orders 
to develop the building.

A number of benefit claimants 
living in the 56 affordable beach-
side apartments say Folkestone 
and Hythe District Council (FHDC) 
offered new properties 330 miles 
in north England.

Pensand House
“This scheme, while some dis-

tance away, does offer the most 
probable outcome for those ap-
proaching the council as home-
less” - Folkestone and Hythe Dis-
trict Council.

In a letter seen by KentOnline, 
law firm DAC Beachcroft wrote 
to residents: “It is in the interest 

of all concerned, including the 
current tenants, to cooperate and 
exchange information to make 
the process less traumatic than it 
need be.

“Delaying matters will prolong 
anxiety and may bring legal costs 
to tenants fighting possession.

“In order to assist tenants, it is 
proposed that the blocks will be 
vacated over the course of about 
seven months, commencing with 
the vacation of Marlborough 
Court.

“We are instructed the local au-
thority has advised of alternative 
accommodation available out of 
the area and this continues to be 
an option which may be pursued 
by tenants.”

Chelsea Portfolio decided to 
sell the building 18 months ago 
when it ceased to be financially 
viable – the firm largely blamed 
changes to the way government 
paid benefits to claimants.

Chelsea Portfolio brought for-
ward the mass eviction after town 

MOVING TO DURHAM

On This Day

HOPE AND GOOD NEWS
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Europeans will be granted the 
right to stay in the UK if there is 
a no-deal Brexit under a unilateral 
act by the government.

Theresa May  will take the 
“moral high ground” and allow EU 
migrants to continue to access the 
NHS and claim benefits because 
the rest of her government’s con-
tingency plans for an acrimonious 
departure from the bloc rely “on 
the availability of existing labour”.

The offer would apply regard-
less of whether British migrants 
in European countries are grant-
ed the same rights by the EU, ac-
cording to  The Telegraph. It will 
be contained in the first tranche 
of more than 80 papers detailing 
contingency plans for a no-deal 
Brexit in different sectors, which 
the government will publish on 
Thursday.

The idea was welcomed by Ja-
cob Rees-Mogg, the pro-Brexit MP, 
who said: “I have always thought 
we should make a unilateral offer 
in this area. EU migrants came 
here legally and the UK is not the 
sort of country that applies retro-
spective legislation. They should 
have broadly the same rights as 
British citizens — no better or 
worse.”

However, David Jones, a for-
mer Brexit minister, said: “It’s got 
to be reciprocal. We have a large 
number of Britons in the EU and 
their interests have got to be re-
flected. We have got to look after 
our own people.”

News of the offer came as 
one of Mrs May’s key lieutenants 
warned that a second Brexit vote 
would damage her negotiating 
hand in Brussels.

Robbie Gibb, the Downing 
Street director of communica-
tions, seized on a poll that found 
that of those who had changed 
their minds about Brexit since 
the 2016 referendum more were 
Remainers who now backed leav-
ing than vice versa. He wrote on 
Twitter of the Sun on Sunday poll: 
“1.9 million Leave voters say they 
would now vote to remain. But 2.4 
million Remain voters would now 
vote to leave. The country hasn’t 
changed its mind #RoadtoBrexit”.

This prompted a scornful re-
sponse from Tom Baldwin, a for-
mer adviser to Ed Miliband who 
is now Mr Gibb’s counterpart at 

the campaign for a “people’s vote” 
before Britain leaves the EU. “Bet-
ter polls tell a different story,” he 
wrote. “But if you’re so sure, give 
us a people’s vote and let’s test ‘the 
will of the people’.” Mr Gibb re-
plied: “As you know, the prospect 
of a second referendum would 
damage UK negotiations.”

One of the few Conservative 
MPs who backs the People’s Vote 
campaign said that Mrs May’s ap-
proach to Brexit was like a reckless 
surgeon inflicting an operation on 
a patient without their consent. In 
an article in The Times today, Sa-
rah Wollaston, chairwoman of the 
Commons health select commit-
tee, says the decision over what 
sort of Brexit the UK has should 
require “informed consent”.

“If you were about to under-
go surgery, you would expect 
to know what the operation in-
volved and to be informed about 
all the risks and benefits. It’s called 
informed consent and no decent 
surgeon would go ahead without 
it,” she writes. “Brexit certainly is 
major surgery with far-reaching 
consequences and the govern-
ment is about to proceed without 
informed consent.”

Ms Wollaston was a GP before 
she was elected to the Commons 
in 2010. She initially backed a 
Leave vote in the 2016 referen-
dum before switching sides late in 
the campaign.

The campaign for a second ref-
erendum has been bolstered by 
a £1 million donation, its biggest 
yet, from Julian Dunkerton, who 
founded the fashion label Superd-
ry. Mr Dunkerton said that the Su-
perdry brand “would never have 
become the global success that 
it did” if Brexit had happened 20 
years ago.

•MPs are asking for extra mon-
ey to employ more staff on the 
grounds that Brexit has increased 
their workload, according to 
the Independent Parliamentary 
Standards Authority’s annual re-
port. Sir Alistair Graham, former 
chairman of the Committee on 
Standards in Public Life, said the 
system was open to abuse. “There 
has to be a guarantee of where the 
money is going. Brexit sounds like 
a rather convenient argument for 
increasing funding,” he told  The 
Daily Telegraph.

MOVING TO DURHAM

EUROPEANS WILL BE 
GRANTED THE RIGHT 
TO STAY IN THE UK

councillor Laura Sullivan (Lab) 
“stirred up tensions”, the letter 
claims.

In a separate document leaked 
to KentOnline the district council 
said moving homeless ex-tenants 
to Durham would be the “most 
probable outcome”.

“Further to our discussion re-
garding the notices being served 
on the residents, I have outlined 
details of our relocation scheme 
to County Durham.

“This scheme, while some dis-
tance away, does offer the most 
probable outcome for those ap-
proaching the council as homeless.

Pensand House plans - ACP Ar-
chitects (3473855)

“The reason I am sending this 
is quite simply we have over 1,000 
households awaiting social hous-
ing in the area.

“There is no prospect of im-
mediate or even mid-term social 
housing for those approaching,” 
wrote council housing manager 
Mark Damiral.

He added people would be 
given two weeks to seek pri-
vate housing or be referred for “a 
choice of property in Durham or 
the surrounding area.”

He added the council would 
foot travel fees and admin costs 
should people choose to relocate.

“Most of us have lived here all 
of our lives, how are single people 
with children meant to cope with-
out support?” - resident

Meanwhile some residents, 
who wish to remain anonymous, 
claim the authority suggested 
they researched Durham based 
lettings agency AMRP Relocations 
as part of their homeless packages.

The company specialises in 
bringing empty properties back 
into use as affordable housing.

One resident told KentOnline: 
“How are we meant to get back 
here to visit our families?

“Most of us have lived here all 
of our lives, how are single people 
with children meant to cope with-
out support?”

Round journeys take more 
than 10 hours by rail and fares cost 
between £100 - £300, the Train-
line website shows.

Cllr David Monk
Chelsea Portfolio has launched 

two planning bids to develop 
the buildings, including six new 
“penthouses” on the top of Pens-
land House.

FHDC council leader David 
Monk said: “As a council we try to 
help people, and what is helpful is 
County Durham’s spare capacity.

“Sending people to Durham 
is not a council policy, we are just 
suggesting people look at the op-
portunity because there is exist-
ing housing stock.

“We can’t build 1,000 council 
houses overnight.

“At the moment we are with-
in 200 hundred social housing 
homes within a ten year period.

“Our Otterpool Park Garden 
Town scheme will help provide 
a significant amount of the social 
housing we need.”
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Rooney was reported-
ly paid a basic wage of 
£250,000 a week at 
Manchester United that 

rose to £300,000 when the val-
ue of his commercial rights was 
accounted for.

It was due to run until the 
summer of 2019, meaning Roon-
ey could have continued to bank 
it to the tune of over £30 million 
in total, but instead he chose to 
take a pay cut to rejoin Everton 
in search of first-team football.

At Everton,  Rooney earned 
around £150,000 a week, though 
that is still a considerable out-
lay for the Toffees. His contract 
was so big, in fact, that United 
allowed him to leave on a free 
transfer rather than demanding 
a fee.

It was widely agreed that 
Rooney was the highest-paid 
player in the Premier League un-

til last summer, when Paul Pog-
ba bagged a contract said to be 
worth £290,000 a week in base 
salary.

Since moving to D.C. Unit-
ed in the summer of 2018 on a 
three-and-a-half year deal, how-
ever, Rooney has enjoyed a swift 

pay rise from his days as a Toffee.
How much does Rooney 

earn per minute/hour/day?
Rooney takes home an annu-

al salary of £13m at D.C. United, 
which surpasses the £150,000 
he was earning a week at Good-
ison Park.

ROONEY  
WAS  
REPORTEDLY  
PAID A BASIC  
WAGE OF

Timeframe Earnings

Per second £0.41

Per minute £24.80

Per hour £1,488.10

Per day £50,000

Per week £250,000

Per month £1.08m

Per year £13m

England players should “respect” Wayne Rooney on his in-
ternational return because they need to know “the history of 
the shirt”, says manager Gareth Southgate.

Rooney, 33, will earn his 120th and final England cap in the 
friendly against USA on 15 November.

The game, now called ‘The Wayne Rooney Foundation In-
ternational’, will honour the striker and his charity.

“I think the team totally respect what he did,” Southgate 
said.

“I think it is important they respect what the players did in 
the past.”

England’s all-time record goalscorer Rooney will come on as 
a second-half substitute at Wembley but will not captain the 
side or wear the number 10 shirt.

Rooney, who now plays in the United States for DC United, 
has scored 53 goals in 119 international appearances and last 
played for England against Scotland in November 2016.

Respect for Rooney?

According to PayScale.com, the median salary  
for a registered nurse (RN) in the UK is £23,000.


